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Dentist Bio:
Dr. Lea graduated from UBC Dental School in 1980. He has been a solo, general
practitioner on Salt Spring Island for over 36 years. For most of that time, he treated
patients requiring full orthopedic and fixed orthodontics. He has been diagnosing and
treating occlusal problems, joint pain, reduced function, and general bite imbalances for
well over 15 years.
He is keenly aware of the well-known and highly-regarded individuals who speak on this
aspect of dentistry, but has found that their procedures and beliefs have not given him and
his patients the affordable, consistent, stable results that he was hoping for.
Initially, in his practice, he referred patients with TMD to Dr. David Bowler, in Sidney,
B.C. Dr. Bowler studied myofascial pain and dysfunction under Dr. Janet Travell. Dr.
Bowler introduced to him, in fits and starts, some of his ideas, diagnostic concepts and
treatments that he had found to be very helpful in relieving patients of their occlusal
problems and establishing stable, comfortable bites.
Unfortunately, Dr. Bowler passed away before Dr. Lea could understand his complete
diagnostic approach and treatment system. It took Dr. Lea several years to work out a
simple, easily-applied, affordable yet still profitable and effective way to integrate what
he had begun to learn from Dr. Bowler that he could now apply to his own patients
suffering from occlusal problems that often led to TMD.
Dr. Lea is now very confident with the protocol that he has developed for the diagnosis
and treatment of occlusal problems and for relieving patients of discomfort and reduced
jaw function.
He is very excited to share it with you now.

-I am very grateful to the Pacific Dental Conference for this opportunity to share my
experience and knowledge with you at this year’s meeting. I thank you all very much for
your attendance--especially considering that Dr. Christensen is speaking at this same time.
(By the way, he won the toss for the bigger room.)
-I’m very grateful that you have made being here the priority. I assure you, you won’t
regret it.
-Because of the limited time, I have to move through the slides--and even speak a little
faster--than I would like to. I really need a whole day to present this occlusal protocol but
this morning is all the time I have. But it’s okay.
Every slide and everything I’m going to say--this entire presentation, plus some bonus
‘pearls’--are supposed to be posted on my website at noon today. Please don’t panic if it’s a
little late. My Salt Spring web master’s work is absolutely brilliant but the money he should
have spent on a watch might have been put toward some, now legal, recreational substance.
It will be there eventually. So, please just sit back and enjoy this revealing, informative,
somewhat fast-paced presentation; and you will be able to review any and all of it at your
leisure on my website.
-Also because of the limited time, I request that you hold any questions or comments until
the end of each section. If we run out of time in here, I will stay and answer any questions
out in the hall.
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There’s going to be quite a few of them, so please make yourselves comfortable.
At my current, advanced stage of life and my current, advanced level of ‘stage discomfort’,
my ability to remember everything--or anything--isn’t what it used to be. To assure
continuity, completeness and clarity, I have to speak from notes and read from prepared
material. So, my delivery might not approach “Ted Talk” quality. I’d prefer things to be a
little different, but that’s how it is. Please don’t judge me too harshly for that.
My computer program requires me to click on “start” when I want to turn it off. This kind
of logic makes me uncomfortable and confused. As a consequence, I don’t use computers
very much or very well. The resulting lack of proficiency helps create slides that are quite
‘Spartan’. I hope you like black and white.
In dental school, occlusion was very boring and confusing for me. I’m going to make it
interesting and exciting this morning--yes! exciting! and maybe even fun! Yes! Let’s make
it fun!! Because, honestly, up until now, occlusion has been about as exciting, about as
much fun, as watching paint dry. You may need to put up with my irreverent attitude, my
much sought-after sense of humour, and my efforts to get everyone to take themselves a
little less seriously--but it will be worth it!
I will make occlusion simple, clear, understandable, helpful and essential for everything that
we do in dentistry. Well, almost everything that we do in dentistry. If any oral surgeons
have wandered in here, you may as well head out and get the jump on ‘happy hour’ because
you’re the only ones in dentistry for whom this protocol won’t be hugely, life-changingly
beneficial.
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My wife maintains that I’m a moderately-well-functioning Asperger’s case; and no offense
to any Aspergers here today--please take it up with my wife. Anyway, she claims that’s why
I’m so oblivious to all social cues, why I miss most any subtlety and why I’m so abrupt and
inept socially. But I’m not aware that any of that is really true. I’ve just found that far too
many people are becoming more and more easily offended, overly-delicate and hypersensitive--just way too self-absorbed. A very difficult situation where, soon, I won’t be able
to make fun of myself without offending someone.
Anyway, I hope you can tolerate maybe more than just a very few blunt, undiplomatic,
politically incorrect--okay, so sure, some of you might consider them a little “insensitive”-but at the same time also quite possibly very insightful observations of mine and some
pertinent hyperbole during the presentation. If not, then try to understand that it’s just
meant to keep us all awake after the lights dim and a big breakfast--and please forgive me.
It’s only fair to tell you that I’m not particularly normal. I don’t think like a normal person.
I assume that most of you here are normal and, believe me, my heart goes out to you. My
challenge is to get all you people who think normally to understand what seems so obvious
to me.
And consider this. When’s the last time normal thinking ever moved humanity forward?
Don’t bother answering, because it didn’t happen. So, this presentation will be unorthodox.
It has to be, because orthodoxy and conventional thinking never recognize or establish
paradigm shifts. And there doesn’t seem to be a reliable formula for shifting paradigms.
Well, historically, there might be. I could seal the protocol in an envelope with strict
instructions not to open it until my death and then just bug off and die to set the whole thing
in motion. But I’m not there yet. So today I have to ‘wing’ it. Please sit back, relax, and be
patient as I try to find a way through to all of you.
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Before I really begin, I’d like to get an idea of who I am speaking to.
-any dental students here this morning? -any lab technicians?
-any hygienists? -any specialists? -any dental assistants?
-any dentists in their first 5 years of practise?
-anyone here with past or present problems with their bite or joints?
-anyone here who doesn’t, at this time, treat these problems at all?
-anyone here who does, routinely, treat these problems?
So, this is the real issue--the real problem--for me. It would be way easier speaking to a
group of dental students--or new grads even--because, in my experience, most dentists who
already routinely treat occlusal problems; most dentists who are already really interested in
occlusion; and, specifically, most dentists who attend lectures on occlusion; are usually
already followers of some established, high-profile, occlusal ‘expert’ or ‘experts’.
And it’s a fact that most people tend to refute or disregard anything that is outside of their
current ‘knowledge base’ or their present ‘belief system’. So this will affect what anyone
can actually absorb or take in.
I’m faced with the daunting task of overcoming and penetrating everyone’s automatic,
filtering and screening patterns of perception and thinking; of effectively dismantling any
solidly-imbedded, erroneous preconceptions or misconceptions; and of displacing and
replacing everyone’s already-established, firmly-laid-down beliefs and practices that govern
everyone’s current approach to occlusion!
Bloody hell! Shifting paradigms is starting to look a lot like very hard work!
So you might find the introduction less than ‘brief’--but please be patient. If you’re going
to be able to take in what I’m doing with occlusion; it’s necessary for me to try to soften up
and relax all of the tightly-wound sphincters to your firmly-conditioned dental brains.
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Upon my graduation from dental school, and for the first two decades of my dental practise,
my understanding of occlusion was so thin that I had no idea that I actually possessed a
dysfunctional bite. With my referrals to Dr. Bowler, I eventually became a patient of his
just so he might check out my bite. Despite his heroic but largely unsuccessful efforts at
trying to educate me and his sporadic tinkering with my dentition; I was still pretty much
clueless. But I wasn’t too uncomfortable.
I never knew what a precarious situation I had or what a living hell could be until I had
extensive posterior crowns prepped and placed by a prosthodontist. I experienced such an
unbelievable, unrelenting, unstoppable pain around my joints and head that just getting up
in the morning after very little sleep and then trying to function was a huge, horrible ordeal.

I spent the next 18 months trying to get help. Dr. Bowler had retired so I was treated by
other prosthodontists and self-proclaimed, highly-regarded, occlusal ‘experts’. I even went
down to the United States seeking relief--but without success. I was repeatedly treated with
acrylic splints and different ‘pet’ adjustments. But what started to become very clear was a
repeating pattern: no one was actually diagnosing first what any of the real problems were,
before they started to treat me. They only documented and analysed symptoms and then
gave me some kind of hard acrylic splint. And when the ‘treatments’ invariably failed, there
was no head-scratching or soul-searching; I was just deemed and dismissed as neurotic.
So here’s how I see it: If the prosthodontists could create seriously debilitating, painful
problems for me with their treatments--while taking absolutely no responsibility for any of
this resulting discomfort--that they and other occlusal experts could not then diagnose and
correct; then what hope is there for us general dentists--and may God help our patients!
What I’ve now become aware of is a huge, general problem in dentistry that is not
derived from any sinister, deliberate negligence by dentists; but by an innocent, yet still
profound, lack of understanding due to a big void in our dental education and a very
unfortunate misdirection in the current thinking of the dental profession itself.
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Now, I don’t mean to scare you and God forbid that I should disturb anyone’s fragile ‘happy
face’ with this presentation, but if there are any of you here who burst into tears when the
weather-‘person’ predicts rain; when your day is spoiled by someone questioning any of the
accepted ‘standards of care’ in today’s dentistry; when your positive feelings are ruined and
you are appalled and shaken by someone pointing out any of the deficiencies in some of the
current aspects of our understandings of dentistry; then you had better head for the exits
because this presentation is not about anyone’s currently important--but rather frightening-general fixation on ‘likes’ or ‘dislikes’--on what you find--or don’t find--pleasant, reassuring
or comfortable. It is about responsibility, duty and reality.
This presentation is about our responsibility and our professional duty to serve the real
functional needs of the all-important, very necessary, patients in our dental practices.
I can’t address, respond to or dislodge any of the current beliefs and biases firmly occupying
the minds of most dentists that seem to be blocking any acknowledgement or understanding
of the real significance of what I’m doing every day with occlusion, without pointing out
the inadequacies, inconsistencies and incongruities of some aspects of today’s dentistry.
For any of you so upset or put off by any “negativity”, please consider the fact that without
negativity, nothing is positive. Without acknowledging what is deficient--without seeing
what is negative--you won’t see the positive need to consider a new approach to occlusion.
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Before Copernicus, the explanations provided by the ‘authorities’ of the time for the
earth’s “true” position relative to the sun and the other planets were, erroneously, extremely
complex, highly confusing and beyond the grasp of most rational people. After Copernicus,
any six-year-old could visualize the solar system as it truly is. Before I worked out this
occlusal protocol, the explanations offered to me for occlusion, also erroneously as it turned
out, seemed too complex, very confusing and, now understandably, beyond my ability to
make any clinically-useful sense. After I’d worked out this protocol, the six-year-old child
in me had no more trouble with occlusion.
Now, maybe saying that this presentation will do for occlusion--and even dentistry-what Copernicus did for the solar system might seem to a lot of you to be a bit ambitious.
But it might not turn out to be such an exaggeration. As someone who decided to
legally change his first name to Jesus told me, “Go big or go home.”
Over the next two and a half hours I will endeavor to strip away some of the current,
accepted, imbedded beliefs and practices that pass as the ‘standard of care’ and dentistry’s
‘conventional wisdom’ that have probably only really served to confuse and obscure the
real, simple truth about easily, quickly and effectively diagnosing and treating the occlusion.
This presentation’s goal is to enable everyone here to go back to their practices and
easily recognize and manage occlusal issues--to no longer fear, ignore or be confused by
occlusion; but to confidently and comfortably diagnose and, if required, to treat any of
every patient’s malocclusion or dysfunction--every day--with the same consistent, diligent
routine regularity and competency that you now bring to your handling of decay and perio.
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I have been ‘shadowed’ in my practice recently by someone who is probably as good a
dentist as anyone could ever hope to find. However, he personifies the real difficulty of
getting occlusal diagnosis and treatment into everyone’s routine everyday dentistry. He
doesn’t feel comfortable diagnosing and informing his patients of their occlusal dysfunction
because he doesn’t feel it’s appropriate to treat their dysfunction unless they have significant
joint symptoms.
He doesn’t see the need for early diagnosis and treatment--for prevention. He doesn’t see
any need to diagnose every patient, functionally, occlusally, as you would for decay and
periodontal disease because he doesn’t see any fundamental, practical problem with
occlusal dysfunction unless the patient is very symptomatic--is actually aware of and really
suffering from a joint symptom.
...I’ll bet that he doesn’t expect any of his patients to have symptoms of
early interproximal decay or beginning periodontal disease before he looks for and
treats these problems; yet he doesn’t consider occlusal dysfunction in the same way!
He doesn’t see the huge risk he is taking by doing any restorative dentistry on undiagnosed
dysfunctional or parafunctional patients. He doesn’t see how occlusal dysfunction
contributes to so much misdiagnosis, a myriad of chronic problems (like headaches) and the
destruction of not just the joints but of the dentition and the periodontium.
Why would anyone want to just wait for all these problems to develop?
Could this ever meet the criteria as ethical, caring, competent dentistry?
...Is it even legal?!
It’s like waiting to only treat decay until after it’s entered the pulp--to only treat periodontal
problems until after patients complain that their teeth are loose. I wish I was intelligent,
skilled and able enough to break through this irresponsible, inconsistent, illogical attitude
that currently dominates the thinking throughout the entire dental profession.
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Our essential and fundamental purpose--the ultimate justification for dentistry--is to
preserve or restore the healthy function of our patients’ teeth and jaws--and function is
largely determined by occlusion.
Because of my occlusal confusion, and eventual discomfort and frustration; I have spent a
good part of my career examining and questioning what our dental ‘authorities’ have
claimed to be correct and “true” about occlusion, that turned out, for me, to make no sense
at all or to have been of little help in every-day clinical practise.
I now see and understand that there is nothing more fundamental, nothing more important
for dentistry, than occlusion.
Everything in dentistry should start and finish with healthy function.
Doing dentistry while ignoring function--without always assessing every patient for any
dental malocclusions, without establishing healthy function first--is like operating a car
dealership that sells all its beautiful, expensive, high-tech vehicles with dirty gas tanks.
This presentation is going to provide a simple approach that enables us to see and
understand what is truly happening, functionally, in the dentition, and how to adapt our
treatments to promote health rather than to contribute to functional problems.
The purpose of this presentation is to get all of the dental profession to begin to treat
occlusal dysfunction in the same way that we now treat any decay or periodontal
disease--to always routinely and unfailingly make the effort to diagnose it and then
treat it before it becomes a big, expensive, disabling, difficult or untreatable problem!
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Some dentists are concerned that there is no “science” to my protocol. Point very well
taken.
“If you could do some literature searches with references added to your presentation it
would add strength to your clinical observations.” (I agree. It certainly would.)
This is some very sincere, accommodating, truly helpful and encouraging advice from the
Pacific Dental Conference’s Scientific Committee
But, the problem is, there don’t seem to be any references in the literature that would
qualify as “evidence-based” support for what I do. And believe me, I’ve tried very hard to
find some. But I find that very interesting because everything that I do is based entirely on
simple mechanics, common sense and brutal honesty with the outcomes.
I’m not remotely assuming, even for a second, that I’m in his league--but it’s like Church
authorities telling Galileo, if he could find some references to his ideas in the Bible, they
will lighten up on their distain, disbelief and their denial--and maybe consider his findings.
So when people ask me why I do any part of this protocol, I can only tell them, “Because it
works.” And it’s not possible to create problems in the first place, or make anyone worse, if
I follow the simple principles of this easy approach to occlusion.
This has been enough science for me and my patients but it hasn’t been enough ‘science’ for
all the dental professionals conditioned to rely so exclusively on ‘the literature’. These
people just dismiss this protocol out-of-hand without actually giving it an open-minded try
where they might actually find that it’s really quite amazing.
Since there is nothing in the so-called scientific literature--and as you have already
seen--I will refer to the non-scientific literature because an open mind can recognize
knowledge and wisdom anywhere and everywhere, not just where it’s supposed to be found.
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I’m a private-practice, slogging, persistent, ‘wet-fingered’ general dentist, I’m not an ‘ivory
tower’ intellectual.
I’m an ‘every-day’, hard-working, accountable-to-my-patients-for-my-treatments clinician,
I’m not a tenured, entitled academic.
Our education, our training, our egos, our elite status and position as professionals; all help
some people to forget a simple historic fact: There are times when some solutions must
come, not by building from previous thinking, but by breaking from previous thinking.
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Dr. Bowler had tried to warn me about how so close to impossible it was going to be to
introduce something new to dentistry that went up against the mainstream, established
conventions and beliefs.
When I first met Dr. Bowler he told me that this occlusal material was so simple, so easy, so
obvious, so clearly linked to mechanical logic and common sense that he could teach it to
absolutely anyone--except dentists.
I said, “But I’m a dentist.”
He said, “Yes, well, yes you are, but you’re a little different. Most dentists are reasonably
competent, so they are usually reasonably confident and comfortable with their skills and
knowledge.
“But regardless of their confidence and comfort, most of them are unaware or unsure of this
material. And they are usually already far too educated, too well into their careers, or just
too set in their ways, then, to feel any need to consider this approach. A lot of dentists,
erroneously, don’t think or believe that there’s anything unnecessary, deficient, misleading
or even just plain wrong with what they think they’ve already learned about occlusion.”
Epictetus very accurately observed...
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It may seem like a step backwards to have to re-evaluate something as fundamental and
basic as our understanding of occlusion...
...but, I assure you, it will turn out to be a very simplifying, clarifying, useful, positive step
forward.
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You might be surprised at the answer.

-by concerning ourselves with only

2 functions,

-by acknowledging just 3 fundamental dental malocclusions,
-by employing just

8 quick, easy diagnostic considerations,

-by utilizing 4 simple, non-invasive treatment sequences,
-over 3 or 5 short, affordable appointments...
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...It’s possible to easily achieve occlusal happiness for our patients!
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This is a “thank you” note from a patient from Seattle.
Considering where I practise, it is amazing that I see as many American patients as I do.
Are there any Americans here this morning?
Well just so you know, in the spirit of good international relations and the continuing
friendship with you--our good neighbours to the south--we continue to take US dollars at
par.
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As an ironic aside, this dentist and I had a good laugh, when she told me that, at her
graduation from UBC Dental School, she received the award for excellence in occlusion.
-Now if I was planning on being a restorative dental patient anytime in my future, and if I
really understand that this dentist didn’t feel knowledgeable or confident about occlusion-yet actually received an award for excellence in occlusion from a respected, mainstream,
accredited dental school!!--if this fact has actually registered with my brain at all; then the
hair on the back of my neck should have just stood up.
-Or, as they used to say from outer space, “Houston, we have a problem.”
So, we have to acknowledge that there is a problem with occlusion in today’s dentistry,
because there really is. Functionally speaking, dentistry is still in the Dark Ages. It’s like
we’re selling cars without the fourth wheel. If we don’t acknowledge this reality, nothing
will change. And we need things to change, if not for the benefit of the profession as a
whole--then certainly for our patients’ benefit.
Unfortunately, nobody is going to fix anything if that ‘anything’ isn’t acknowledged as to be
‘not working’. Nobody’s going to feel any need, or to be motivated, to change something
unless that ‘something’ is acknowledged as inadequate and ultimately not reliably and
entirely effective. Most of the dental profession and all the dental schools need to stop
deluding themselves into thinking that they’re dealing adequately with function.
If people getting awards for excellence in occlusion don’t really understand what a
dysfunctional occlusion looks like and how to treat it to a healthy function; then we
sure as hell have a very big problem in dentistry. We must be creating all sorts of
problems, clinically, for the vast majority of our poor, trusting patients. And we
definitely are !! Because this is exactly what I’m seeing every day, all day long, with
every new patient. We need to rethink our understanding of occlusion and begin to
routinely assess and establish healthy, functional occlusions for all of our patients.
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Pretty much everything that I have been previously taught, and what all the others who now
currently claim to know about occlusion believe, have turned out to be mostly very
unhelpful and almost always very unnecessary in my day-to-day clinical practise.
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So, let’s stop thinking and let’s start actively perceiving!
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Because I don’t have any time to listen to the patients’ riveting dental stories--I’m booked
so tightly by my wonderful, efficient receptionist-wife--I have a diagnostic sheet that the
patients get before being seated. On it are 30-plus symptoms--that you will find at the top
of one of the two handouts you should have received--that the patient can quickly circle if
any apply to them.
If you don’t have the handout, raise your hand and someone gorgeous will drop one by.
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The simple, essential purpose of Step 1 is to find out if any of these 30-odd symptoms of
occlusal dysfunction and/or mandibular parafunction apply to our patients. If any are
circled, it should arouse some healthy suspicions that there may be some occlusal problems.
If we can’t be bothered to ask every patient all of these simple questions, then we will, as a
profession, continue to be almost totally oblivious to any and all early-stage parafunctional
habits or dysfunctional occlusion. Without actively questioning our patients about function,
we will continue to be insufficiently aware and inadequately informed of the very most
fundamental aspect of our duties. We will continue to be dangerously ignorant of one of our
most essential and important responsibilities...

...knowing whether or not our patients’ dentitions are functional or dys-functional!
I would like to demonstrate this protocol on someone who thinks that they have bite or joint
problems. That’s someone who would circle several of the symptoms on the questionnaire.
Any volunteers? Just fill out the questionnaire at the top of the handout that reads, “Sound
Bites” Diagnostic Protocol. I will give you another, unmarked sheet to replace the one
you’ll bring to me.
So let’s see how long it takes for Step 1.
Timed demo: 3 seconds!
I sure hate getting old! My hands shake and it takes forever to get my eyes to focus.
I used to be able to do this so much faster.
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The simple, essential purpose of Step 2 is to actively look for any symptoms of
unhealthy muscle activity around the joints.
Timed demo: 15 seconds
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The simple, essential purpose of Step 3 is to actively look for any symptoms of
inadequate guidance or interferences during right and left side shifts.
Timed demo: 25 seconds
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The simple, essential purpose of Step 4 is to actively look for any oral symptoms of
malocclusion or parafunction.
I’m keeping track of the additional time required for my diagnostic protocol but I’m not
counting anything from step 4. I’m assuming that before all those implants and all that
porcelain gets treatment-planned, most dentists are going to feel that they need to have a
look in the mouth anyway.
Total extra time required for this protocol up to now... less than a minute!
And in less than a minute, look what we’ve accomplished...
These first four diagnostic considerations will determine or rule out a
preliminary, tentative diagnosis of occlusal dysfunction or mandibular parafunction.
Please Note: It is hugely important for me--and it should be for you as well--to know if
I might be dealing with a dysfunctional or a parafunctional patient. These patients
can often develop real confusing, scary problems for us when we intervene with any
restorative dentistry.
And up to this point, this general, initial, tentative diagnosis is generated entirely from
symptoms.
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But there’s a big problem with symptoms.
If an occlusal problem exists, symptoms can often--but not always--be created from the
normal, necessary functions of swallowing or chewing.
But, if or when an individual goes to any parafunctional position to avoid or cope with any
occlusal problem, numerous and various secondary symptoms will almost always develop.
Therefore, when I first begin to diagnose a patient--that is, initially--no specific symptom
can be counted on to be a reliable indicator of any of the basic, fundamental problems
within the occlusion.
As a result of this reality, initially, I would never, ever let the patients’ perceptions guide
me in any way to help me find any of the real, underlying occlusal dysfunction.
Initially, the patients’ perceptions, the patient’s symptoms, are not--are never--reliable
or accurate for my diagnostic needs!
I ignore this fact at my peril.
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In occlusion, it is extremely rare that the problem is found where the symptom is.
By the way, occlusion is the last thing that I check. After I’ve always determined that the
patient’s symptoms are not derived from any decay, cracked teeth, any perio problems,
developing pulp necrosis or other pathology, I then suspect that the occlusion might be
the problem. However, I try not to get caught up with any of the patient’s various specific
symptoms.
Compiling a list of symptoms is never going to qualify as a useful diagnosis!
Symptoms are almost never diagnostic for the actual, specific occlusal problems!
I could shout this into everyone’s ear for a whole day and a half and someone would still
come up to me and say, “I have this patient with extreme cold-sensitivity on this molar...”
God help us!
When it comes to occlusion, everyone must stop thinking in terms of symptoms.
Initially, the patient’s specific symptoms will just indicate that there really could be an
occlusal problem. At this point, that is the important, but only diagnostic value, of any
specific symptom. At the very beginning, the specific symptoms cannot be relied on to
tell me what or where any of the real occlusal problems are. I had to accept this as fact.
If I could not accept this as true, then I would never be able to diagnose occlusal problems
accurately. This is probably the most important new thinking habit that I had to acquire to
properly grasp, to be truly effective with, occlusion. IT’S THE ‘KEY’ TO OCCLUSION.
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I have found (the hard way, of course) that if I treat the symptoms, I will end up ‘chasing
my tail’ to no good purpose and much grief. I will be playing endless “Whack a Mole” with
ever-evolving symptoms.
In fact, any specific symptom can be--and is all too often--the consequence or result
of the body, usually subconsciously, trying to move away from the real, underlying problem.
The cause or source of most symptoms is really the effects of increased, abnormal,
usually compensating, ‘protective’ parafunctional muscle activity around the jaw.
Essentially, a very over-active but usually subconscious; often intermittent but all too
chronic; destructive, nasty, complicated and complex muscular phantom that’s trying to
cope with some kind of occlusal imbalance or inadequate vertical support.
But the good news is: To try to actively diminish or directly tame this complex,
intermittent, muscular phantom; to try to isolate and actually find all of this complicated,
chronic, unhealthy muscular response; turns out to be as practical, as possible, as pointless
as trying to isolate and ‘find’ yesterday’s bad breath.
I’m not a terribly sensitive guy but I still sense some overly tight sphincters lurking
among you out there in the audience. So, I’ll try it again, with feeling...
It has turned out that it has not ever really been necessary for the success of the treatment,
and it has only served to waste my time and get me into more trouble--without achieving a
resolution--if, initially, I placed any meaning, significance or focus on any symptomatic
muscles or joints, or on any specific symptoms, their location or their direct elimination.

If this fact cannot be accepted; then it won’t be possible to be able to quickly and easily
diagnose and treat occlusal problems effectively.
The main reason that diagnosing and treating occlusal problems was so darn complicated
and confusing for me before was simply because I had been focused on, I had just been
treating, the symptoms--and these symptoms turned out to be mostly secondary symptoms.
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Trying to understand dysfunctional mandibles by focusing on the joints turns out to be as
helpful and productive as trying to understand guys by focusing on their minds.
Classifying different levels of joint damage and sounds of joint dysfunction has turned
out to be totally unnecessary for my helping patients with joint problems caused by
dental malocclusions. Most problems with the joints are symptoms anyway, and I no
longer treat the symptoms.
I just need to find out what’s causing the symptoms and then treat the cause--the joints and
muscles, and any of the other symptoms associated with the teeth or gums, can and do
settle down.
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So, what do I concern myself with?
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I only concern myself with normal function.
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-for example, centric relation (and even protrusion) can be ignored. They’re not normal,
functional positions! They’re parafunctional positions. Nobody chews or swallows in
protrusion. And nobody chews or swallows in centric relation. (How and why do so many
dentists find it prudent or even logical to plan and set up their restorations--restorations that
will be required to function--from a dysfunctional starting-point bite? Problems can occur
when the mandible must return to its more forward, more functional CO. It shouldn’t be
any surprise that so many dentists have to make their patients, who’ve had any amount of
restorative work based on CR, wear night guards to avoid porcelain fracture.) Anyway, I
never need to concern myself with CR or protrusion to deal with any occlusal problems.
I am going to digress for just a minute for the benefit of those who may not be
familiar with the term “crossover”. Crossover is when you shift your jaw sideways so
extremely that your teeth are in complete cross bite. Except for certain farm animals and a
couple of Hollywood cartoon characters, this is not a functional position. Nobody swallows
or chews like that. So, it’s hard for me to see any justification for the removal of any tooth
structure if it’s only to facilitate an unhealthy parafunctional activity or to enable a
dysfunctional jaw position. I’m trying to eliminate parafunction and correct occlusal
dysfunction, not facilitate and enable them. Advocating any kind of tooth adjustment to
facilitate crossover--especially on a symptomatic patient--is the dental and moral equivalent
of advocating the addition of vodka to the morning orange juice of a suffering alcoholic.
-most persistent or generalised cold “sensitivity” for example--not associated with an
irreversible pulpitis--is often a symptom of dysfunction. Look for a cause for the symptoms.
-symptomatic joints and muscles should always be noted of course, but they don’t need to-and shouldn’t really anyway--be addressed directly. As long as a patient has a minimally
functioning jaw, I have found from clinical experience, that, for the vast majority of
patients, there is no help for the diagnosis or the treatment if I try to know or to speculate on
exactly what is happening or damaged within or around the joints themselves.
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I have almost always found there to be a real problem within the occlusion that is the cause
of joint problems.
In other words, the symptoms of most of the parafunctional or ‘TMJ’ cases that I treat
respond and resolve with my diagnosis and treatment of only centric occlusion and lateral
excursions.
And that includes clenching or bruxing.
I remind you of that testimonial from the New Zealand dentist, shown earlier in the
presentation, where she states that she no longer clenches. Yes, I know that there are
thousands of studies in the literature that conclude the etiology of clenching and bruxing is
the central nervous system (CNS), but for me, clenching and bruxing are too often just
symptoms. Clenching and bruxing are not, necessarily, primary, stand-alone, fundamental
problems. (More on that later.)
The improvement and resolution that I have been able to achieve is accomplished
without the use of any hard, acrylic splints!
Hands up anyone here who uses anterior Leucia jigs, full-coverage acrylic splints or nightguards.
Clearly, I’m not preaching to the choir today. It should be easy for you to visualize the vast
quantities of pharmaceuticals that I’ve had to ingest just to muster the courage to get up here
and speak to you this morning.
So here goes and damn the torpedoes...
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Most people are not aware of the huge contribution Cinderella has made to dentistry.
Anyway, covering up an occlusal problem is never the same thing as properly diagnosing,
treating and resolving it. Giving patients full coverage acrylic splints is considered by many
to be the only and reliable way to relieve joint pain and to help find a patient’s correct
mandibular ‘hinge’ position. And giving patients night-guards is currently considered an
appropriate, successful ‘treatment’ for bruxing and clenching.
But I consider hard acrylic splints to be counter-productive. I consider them to be an
innocent, unknowing ‘cop-out’ as the only currently accepted treatment option. This is
due to an almost universal lack of any real understanding or ability to properly and
easily diagnose occlusal problems in our standard, current way of practising dentistry.

All that really takes place is that the splint physically changes the patients’ dental, occluded
perceptions, sensations and awareness so that, hopefully, the symptoms are reduced and,
hopefully, the risk of damage to the teeth, the gums and the joints is also reduced.
But, the splint is not functional! Nobody chews with a splint.
The underlying occlusal problems--judging from almost every new patient that I see--are
rarely, if ever, really properly diagnosed, addressed or resolved for function.
In my unrequested, un-asked-for opinion, giving hard acrylic splints to people with occlusal
problems is equivalent to giving masks to people with acne.
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There is blind faith and zealous belief in, unquestioned acceptance and almost exclusive
usage of, hard anterior Leucia ‘jigs’ and full-coverage acrylic splints in dentistry today.
The problem for me was that I couldn’t achieve what others claimed to be able to achieve
with these types of appliances. In my mouth as a patient and in my hands as a dentist, they
didn't produce the expected, acceptable results.
…In my own defense, after much consideration of these widely used, almost
universally accepted appliances, I now find that for me they defy mechanical logic and
common sense. The claim or the assertion that anterior jigs or hard, acrylic splints will
properly “deprogram” any muscles to help achieve an accurate diagnosis of the occlusion
of parafunctional patients now makes no sense to me on at least three counts...
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The term “deprogram” really bothers me. It is a bit of an exaggeration, somewhat
ambitious, and maybe even a tad misleading.
-It implies that I can successfully treat symptomatic muscles directly, actively, which, if I’m
honest about the outcomes--and I am--I have never been able to do.
-It also implies that you’ve successfully completed something when you haven’t--it will
only be very incomplete and very temporary. You simply cannot get to all the muscles
involved. Sure, anterior Leucia jigs may relax the masseters but what about the pterygoids?
What about the mylohyoids? The protective, parafunctional muscle activity is too complex
and varied among patients to be directly and completely shut down. It must be done
indirectly and passively, by removing causes, to be long-term effective and stable, and it
needs some time to complete.
In any usual ‘occlusal’ audience, there’s always going to be some die-hard, heels-dug-in,
unrepentant ‘deprogrammers’. I know this because I’ve just heard a whole bunch of tiny
little ‘squeaks’--signalling that a goodly number of sphincters amongst you, guarding a
significant amount of dental thinking, went highly active.
But I’m sticking to my experience and my reality...
The only way that I could now quickly, completely, actively, directly, ‘deprogram’ any
muscles on any dysfunctional patient, would be to euthanize the patient--I was never
able do it with Leucia jigs or hard, acrylic splints.
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As an aside, if almost everyone has some occlusal dysfunction that results in some overactive, protective or compensating muscles--and they do--then I don’t need to worry that,
when I do articulate the upper and lower models, that the articulation won’t necessarily be a
true, healthy ‘hinge’ position for the mandible. I trim the models from a quick, rough,
untreated centric occlusion wax-bite and I just articulate them on their ‘heels’ on the counter
top. I only use them for very general information, not for any diagnosis or treatment.
Diagnosing and treating the occlusion effectively is always an evolving, changing,
adaptive, three-dimensionally-dynamic process on a living person. It can never be a
two-dimensionally-rigid and static exercise on a lab bench with any expected accuracy
or success!!

For those of you who feel you have to diagnose the occlusion and plan any occlusal
treatments off of mounted casts, exactly what bite are you using? It’s my experienced
opinion that it won’t be a healthy, functional bite. Most of the time you will be assessing
and adjusting from--a now unadaptive and fixed--dysfunctional or parafunctional
mandibular starting point position. Diagnosing and treating the occlusion off of mounted
models instead of a living patient is the equivalent of trying to carve a radiograph instead of
a piece of chalk.
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At a study club, when I was explaining why I didn’t like Leucia jigs, a colleague of mine,
with the serene, secure certainty of one who has read the ‘scientific’ literature, spouted that
these little splints were wonderful because there was only a small, safe, so-and-so-many
pounds of force on the anteriors. I was not really concerned about some academic force
number associated with loading on the anteriors, I was more concerned that there was no
posterior support through the line of muscle pull. He strongly maintained that there
certainly was posterior support--it was provided by the two joints.
But that was my point. With the anteriors as the fulcrum, and the masseters pulling through
no support, then the force could direct the jaw up and back--distal-driving--so the condyles
could potentially impinge upon or compress the joint space. Simple mechanics. So, of
course there is very little force on the anteriors. Even if some people can consciously hurt
themselves, they subconsciously try very hard not to. If there was a lot of force on the
anteriors, there would have to be hugely unhealthy, uncomfortable force on the joints. The
subconscious body is not going to let this happen--protective, defensive muscles will come
into play--what I consider to be parafunction! And in some unlucky patients--like myself-this distal-driving would trigger a severe worsening of symptoms.
My dad used to advise and gently encourage me. He used to say, “Willie, you developing
good work habits can go a long way to compensate for the fact that I’m your biological
father.” Thank you, dad, for that wonderful inspiration. Anyway, now I play it safe. I can
never know which patients will be negatively affected, and I don’t want to create any
problems for any patient. I no longer use Leucia jigs or--for that matter--any hard acrylic
splints.
I’m still hearing plenty of defiant little ‘squeaks’ out there. Maybe the next couple of slides
will convince some of you.
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A highly-regarded prosthodontist from the ‘States spoke at a study club I attend. He refused
to consider this protocol in any way because every finished case of his gets a night-guard
along with a convenient legal release absolving him of any responsibility for any porcelain
fracture or any failure if the patient forgets to wear the splint. He declared, “If the patients
don’t like it; they can find another dentist!” Wow!! As a patient, I’ve suffered terribly from
this kind of attitude. As a professional, I cringe at such closed-minded arrogance. But this
is the ‘standard of care’ for way too many dentists and it indicates an even bigger problem...
This prosthodontist is the dental equivalent of a doctor who makes lots of money
fixing broken legs but who won’t stand by the functional usefulness of his work unless his
patients walk with crutches for the rest of their lives. The medical doctor wouldn’t get away
with this in any normal practice of medicine. How does he get away with this in dentistry?
He gets away with it because he won’t own the problem. He won’t admit that his
understanding and establishment of occlusion on his restorations may not be entirely
functional. So he conveniently and irresponsibly dumps it on the patients. “They might be
clenchers or bruxers!” Well, if they are, why doesn’t he diagnose that? Then he knows,
and everyone won’t need a night-guard. If we dare to be really honest, there are only two
possibilities: he either doesn’t want to diagnose dysfunction, or he doesn’t know how to.
If this prosthodontist really knew that his dentistry would be stable, healthy and
functional, he wouldn’t need many night-guards. He probably doesn’t consider that his
occlusion could be causing some of his patients to brux. He’ll probably never admit to these
possibilities. He makes me understand why it took almost fifty years to get certain doctors
to wash their hands after working on cadavers before they went into the maternity ward to
deliver babies so they wouldn’t kill a lot of innocent young women. Real knowledge is
always predictive: Two plus two equals four. At sea level, water boils at 212 degrees
Fahrenheit. But his understanding of occlusion is not knowledge--it’s not predictive for
him--it’s just the conventional view with no honest assessment of outcomes. His bluster
distracts everyone from seeing that he’s just hiding his ignorance under some stinky acrylic.
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Covering up dysfunctional occlusion with hard ‘splints’ and ‘night-guards’ is not an option
for me anymore. Please don’t take offense if I say that I now consider doing that to be the
dental and ethical equivalent of “hiding dirt under a carpet”. If any of you utilise these
appliances, please don’t get upset or take it personally if I sincerely believe that one day in
the future, these appliances will finally be considered as appropriate and as effective as
blood-letting turned out to be. ...I just hope it doesn’t take almost fifty years.
These hard, acrylic appliances don’t actually resolve anything. They just replace the
patient’s dysfunctional situation with the splint’s dysfunctional situation. The ‘cure’ is in
the new, changed loading--the new contacts, the new sensations and awareness--with an
expected reduction of symptoms and a hoped for reduced risk of damage to the teeth, gums
and joints.
But I don’t believe in hiding occlusal problems or just treating symptoms. I want to
establish healthy, stable function. These splints just change the short-term awareness
without really treating the underlying problem.
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If I wasn’t successful before or comfortable now hiding any dysfunctional occlusal “dirt”
under a “carpet” of hard splints, how was it going to be even possible to easily, quickly,
consistently and accurately diagnose the occlusion for anyone when it was almost always
altered or skewed for almost all our patients (this is absolutely true for me clinically-whether or not anyone else sees it) by overactive, compensating or protective muscles?
There didn’t seem to be a practical, reliable answer--I had to work out my own diagnostic
considerations...
Please note: Despite my occasionally grumpy exterior, I try to believe in the goodness of all
people. I try to believe that most dentists have avoided this area of dentistry--not because
they’re seriously and exclusively committed to replacing and converting as much enamel as
is humanly possible to porcelain--but because of the confusion and lack of any effective,
accurate, practical way of diagnosing occlusal dysfunction. Unfortunately for these people,
after this morning, that will no longer be a valid excuse.
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After checking the centrals and laterals, I check the canines.
Any forward impact or bounce that is felt on the upper front teeth by my fingers can
also indicate that an equal and opposite, backward or distal-driving pressure is
generated on the lower teeth, which can then direct the whole mandible back toward
the joint space.
A ‘distal-driving’ occlusal contact is a contact between teeth that can cause the
mandible to be directed to potentially impinge upon or compress the joint space.
I check the bicuspids as well--to feel for any lateral impact.
Timed demo: 10 seconds
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At this diagnostic stage, just look for any perforations--that’s enough for now.
There is absolutely no way I can quickly, easily and accurately diagnose prematurities
and slides without using this wax.
The new, unexpected feeling and proprioception from biting into the wax momentarily
‘fools’ the protective muscles.
There is nothing else that is so fast, so easy to use, so inexpensive, or so accurate and
reliable as this wax.
The usual thin articulation paper will not fool the muscles.

Steps 5 and 6 tell me on which teeth to look for any premature contacts or slides.
Step 6 tells me exactly where on those teeth those prematurities and slides are.
Timed demo: 30 seconds
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Please Note: Sometimes I can get a false reading that looks like the above wax-bite when
the patient has anterior prematurities and they sub-consciously don’t close down all the way.
This is why I must always use my fingers first--to tip me off to any anterior prematurity so
that I’m not misled by any troublesome, uncooperative patient who delivers a false reading
with the wax.
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Just look for any holes. The really thin bits are okay.
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Certain dentists have come to me after my presentation confiding in me that they weren’t
too sure or confident that they could quickly and accurately locate the specific prematurities
and slides on the actual teeth by just holding the wax up to the light like I do.
Now, I’m not going to let anyone who might have slept through some of their classes in
dental school turn me into a liar. The protocol is quick and easy. Here is my quick, easy
solution...
Make sure that the models and wax are dry. Place the wax on the upper model.
Very carefully, with a fine felt pen, mark the plaster teeth through the holes in the wax.
Check your work. Remove the wax and then... Bob’s your uncle!
...But I won’t be responsible for what happens when these dentists autoclave their
felt pens.
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If the special, thick, heavy paper is not used, I will only end up marking the distorted,
compensated, muscle-protected, parafunctional bite position of the teeth.
Timed demo: 40 seconds
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In other words, don’t focus on the obvious symptoms. Don’t chase symptoms!!
Look for the fundamental, underlying causes that are not readily apparent. That is, they are
not readily apparent until you employ your fingers, the wax, and the two marking materials.
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I look at occlusion in the same way that anyone--except maybe anyone in dentistry--has
looked at anything in the real, physical world before: by looking at it in 3-dimensions...
-there’s either not any or not adequate specific support, or there’s too much--there’s
something “premature”--in the vertical dimension,
-or there could be unwanted, side-to-side interferences or equally undesirable, front-to-back
interferences in the other two dimensions.
That’s it! It’s that simple!!
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If there is no contact, if the upper first molar’s palatal cusp does not find support from
the lower first molar’s central fossa, then I describe this situation as inadequate vertical
support.
When I have patients with symptoms of mandibular parafunction or occlusal dysfunction,
and when they don’t have this specific, vertical support, and I create this support for them,
they always feel better. I don’t really know why this happens.
But what I do know is that it is absolutely essential to establish this specific, functional
support through this specific area of the jaw if I expect to help these patients.
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This is a very important slide.
I want it to make a massive, permanent impression on you. Allow it entry into your reality,
into your consciousness. Let those sphincters to your minds relax. Let these coloured
images penetrate through everything that you thought you knew about occlusion. Please
don’t look away.
This is hugely important for creating healthy occlusion and for any understanding of
occlusal dysfunction.
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I want everyone to know that I didn’t add that last sentence--and no money changed hands.
The point here is how important it is to establish these special ‘platforms’--as she
called them--to provide specific vertical support through the area of the 1st molars for
patients with symptoms of occlusal dysfunction or mandibular parafunction.
By the way, it takes only two minutes to establish this support.
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If they don’t, when one or more teeth hit their opposing tooth or teeth before the
others, then I describe this situation as one or more teeth having premature contacts.
There are three specific sites or areas where this can occur, each with a potentially very
negative effect on the teeth, the gums and the joints:
The first is when the prematurity is on an upper front tooth--a maxillary canine,
lateral or central incisor. Because of the usual angles of the front teeth, if the lower tooth
hits first on an upper front tooth, the force generated tends to put forward pressure on the
upper tooth, which can also cause an inflammation in the periodontal apparatus that holds
the tooth in place. But an equal and opposite pressure can also be directed to the lower
teeth, which will then be pushed and directed backward.

This backward (or distal-driving) force will then affect the lower teeth, their gums,
but also now the whole lower jaw. The upper arch cannot move--but the mandible can--so it
can be directed back toward or into the joint space. Human joints don’t really like to be
compressed.
The second is when the prematurity is on one or more of the second or third molars.
Because of where the muscles attach and pull, when the prematurity is posterior or distal to
the first molar and you try to close normally on all your teeth more forward from the
molars, it acts like a fulcrum and causes the jaw to be pulled out of the joint space. Human
joints don’t like to be overly stretched or chronically pulled on.
The third is when the prematurity is on one side of the jaw. Because there are two
joints, when there is a prematurity on just one side, the effect is to create unequal loading of
the joints--a tiny torquing--which the muscles supporting and surrounding the joints have to
brace against or compensate for. Twisting on two hinge joints is never good for the hinges.
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If the cusp of a tooth contacts or hits the opposing tooth by touching on a slope, on the
side of a cusp, then dysfunctional, side-to-side or lateral forces can be generated. I
describe this situation as the generation of unwanted lateral forces.
On the upper arch, since the maxilla cannot move, these forces are transmitted into
the teeth, and then through the teeth into the attachment tissues. Teeth don’t like to be
rocked side-to-side--it leads to sensitivity problems--and the gums will develop a low-grade,
chronic inflammation from this same side-to-side or lateral pressure.
On the lower arch the lateral forces will act on the teeth and gums just like on the
upper arch, but now the forces can be transmitted into the whole lower jaw.
The mandible should hinge vertically in and out of centric occlusion. Jaw joints
don’t like to be pushed, pulled or twisted. If they are, then the consequence--very often--is
that the muscles around the joints have to compensate, tighten or brace, to protect against
these lateral forces--forces that they were poorly designed to deal with and accommodate.
These three fundamental dental malocclusions may seem to many as being just too minor to
be of any real significance--not enough to cause serious problems anyway--but I
consistently find that they really do matter. There are millions of proprioceptive inputs from
the teeth!! The mouth is a very sensitive place and a significant percentage of the
population cannot tolerate any imbalance or lack of specific support in their teeth--at least
not forever--without experiencing some negative consequences.
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However, very often I have seen symptoms develop with patients--especially as they
age and approach their fifties and sixties--if these situations are not dealt with.
And that, all too often, I do see some severe symptoms precipitated by dental
treatments that add to already existing occlusal imbalances or deficiencies.
So, if just three occlusal situations are the dental source of occlusal dysfunction (and often
mandibular parafunction) that can go on to cause some patients to experience terrible pain
and reduced function, shouldn’t we endeavor to help all of our patients become a little
more comfortable and functional anyway by properly and thoroughly diagnosing and-if necessary--treating everyone’s occlusion to a healthy function?!
Well, it turns out that this is the whole point and purpose of this presentation!
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After marking, I ignore the blue and only concern myself with the red marks. I look for...
-solid, centric occlusal stops in the central fossas of the lower first molars (blue arrow) to
contact the palatal cusps of the upper first molars--very important!--this seems to stabilize
the vertical dimension of the mandible and helps calm the parafunctional muscle activity.
-cusp/fossa, cusp/marginal ridge, ‘point’ contacts (lower yellow arrows)--these indicate that
the occlusal load is vertical (very desirable).
-any smears on cusp slopes (upper yellow arrows) which can create lateral forces, which
can turn out to be very un-desirable.
-any ‘distal-driving’ contacts (red arrow... ‘the spawn of Satan’) or marked-up wear facets
or smears on distal slopes of upper cusps and mesial slopes of lower cusps which are always
very undesirable as these forces tend to direct the mandible back toward the joint space
which can then trigger the protective but unhealthy, destructive muscle activity.
Once I’ve removed all the smears on the slopes, there will be excellent cusp/marginal ridge,
cusp/fossa, vertical support and very stabilizing triangular patterns of centric occlusal stops.
Initially, I only adjust on slopes! This is Very Important!!
-It is not possible to collapse the vertical, make anyone worse, or create occlusal
problems in the first place, if you do not remove cusp/fossa, cusp/marginal ridge
centric ‘point’ contacts. ONLY REMOVE THE THINGS THAT YOU DON’T WANT!
-It is not possible to make anyone worse, or create occlusal problems in the first place,
if you only remove smears from the slopes and only reduce excessive centric contacts...
WHILE ALWAYS LEAVING, WHILE ALWAYS RETAINING A POINT CONTACT!!
If you stay with these basic principles, occlusal adjustments will be worry-free, simple and
as ‘safe as milk’. Adjusting the occlusion will be as low-stress and as low-risk as anything
in dentistry. ...I assure you, prophys will be more stressful. (More on treatment in part 2.)
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Because of these inclined planes, as the jaw closes, the teeth can direct the mandible back to
potentially compress, or impinge upon, the joint space.
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By utilizing the protocol, the occlusion can be easily, quickly, accurately and confidently
diagnosed using two fingers, the wax and the two marking materials.
Total diagnostic time... less than 3 minutes!
In just a few minutes, I’m done! No unnecessary, wasted time and extra expense mounting
casts, which won’t allow for any 3-dimensional settling and adaptation, and only succeeds
in building in error.
In just a few minutes I have a clear, complete, accurate, definitive occlusal diagnosis!

By using this diagnostic protocol: all I have to do is inquire and listen; all I have to be is
observant and receptive. That’s why anyone can do this--you don’t have to think, you don’t
have to be very smart. (My bitter, jealous critics claim that’s why it originated with me.)
Anyway, the beauty of this quick, easy, accurate diagnostic protocol is that it does all my
thinking for me--I just flow through the process.
I would also like to demonstrate this protocol on someone who doesn’t think that they have
any bite issues. That’s someone who wouldn’t circle any of the symptoms on the
questionnaire. Any volunteers?
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The simple, essential purpose of Step 5 is to detect any prematurities on the anteriors
or any interferences on the premolars.
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The simple, essential purpose of Step 6 is to locate any slides or prematurities in the
patient’s dentition.
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The simple, essential purpose of Step 7 is to mark and see on the patient’s teeth exactly
where all of the contacts in centric occlusion are.
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These last 3 diagnostic steps will give me all of any of the only 3 fundamental dental
malocclusions that I must find. They will give me an accurate, definitive diagnosis of
the specific occlusal imbalances and/or deficiencies that I must concern myself with
and correct, before I treat or restore, the patient’s dentition.
We must establish healthy function before we dive in with our treatments; otherwise,
our treatments will just sustain and reinforce and perpetuate any existing dysfunction.
(And without a clear idea of what a healthy, functional occlusion looks like, all of our
treatments will invariably add to the existing occlusal dysfunction.)
There is no other occlusal diagnostic protocol that I know of that is so simple, so fast,
so easy, so accurate and consistent, or so low-cost to implement and use, with such an
easy learning curve, as this protocol.
What I can’t understand is that after I’ve presented this quick, easy, economic way to
accurately and reliably diagnose everyone’s and anyone’s occlusion; why is it not receiving
a standing ovation? What exactly were you hoping for--some very lazy, intermediary, costly,
computerised system that goes ‘beep’ and ‘ping’ every now and then?
Spending thousands of dollars on some overly-expensive, highly-inaccurate, and
very unnecessary software, is going to be as helpful, as useful, as smart a purchase, as
buying a very expensive silk nightie for a bull.
I just don’t get it. While maybe not having the sex-appeal and pc status at cocktail parties
of some unnecessary, faulty and inaccurate high-tech array of protected, parafunctional
digits, this diagnostic approach for occlusion is the real game-changer for dentistry.
There is no other approach that I know of that can reliably diagnose--at almost no
cost--our patients’ occlusion in just 3 minutes!
Please, could someone else--besides me--show a little excitement?!
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This particular splint is a small, easily-made, soft splint made from clear mouthguard
material and is worn on the lower arch. As indicated by the two arrows it has been correctly
adjusted to load only vertically, and mostly through the central fossas of the lower first
molars.
This splint provides an experience of healthy, uninterfered-with, adaptive support.
It is not a treatment!--it is a diagnostic tool and is only worn for 3-5 days.
This wonderful little splint allows the patient’s jaw to move freely in any and all of the 3
dimensions. It allows the whole mandible (and so the entire mandibular occlusal plane) to
shift to any position where the joints may be more comfortable and functional, so that the
patient’s muscles are no longer required to be over-active. The muscles can then exercise
non-defensive, un-protecting, non-parafunctional, normal, healthy function.
Patients are informed and advised to call the office as soon as possible if, after they’ve worn
it for a while, they start to feel that one side or area of the splint is beginning to contact
before or heavier than any other. This is the mandibular occlusal plane adjusting (from
changes within and around the joints) but it must stay even, balanced and stable by further,
necessary adjustments on the splint before any treatment is begun on the dentition.
I use this splint when there are any joint symptoms, anterior prematurities and severe distaldriving or just when I need to convince the patient that there really is a problem and for the
patient to really experience and understand what that problem is.

The simple, essential purpose of Step 8 is to provide an idiot-proof screening process so
that you don’t misdiagnose the patient’s problem and start something you can’t finish.
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-If after wearing the diagnostic splint for 3-5 days the patient’s symptoms significantly
diminish or disappear, then I will go ahead and treat the patient’s occlusion--as the only
thing that I have changed is the bite. I can expect, and almost every time achieve, complete
resolution.
-If after wearing the diagnostic splint for 3-5 days the patient’s symptoms remain or don’t
significantly improve, I must be very cautious! Even if there are obvious occlusal issues, I
do not just jump in and treat the patient’s occlusion. I often refer. Obviously, at least some
of the etiology of the patient’s problem lies somewhere else. I never want to start something
that I can’t finish.
Screening out the sources of mandibular parafunction and joint problems that I can’t
diagnose or treat is what gives me the confidence to diagnose and treat the ones that I
now know that I can. It turns out that, by using this protocol, there’s very few that I can’t.
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Unfortunately, this has been the response I get far too often, when I talk to dentists about my
diagnostic protocol.
But there’s really two parts to their denial:
First: I’m from Salt Spring Island, so, of course my patients are very different where
I practice--but it has nothing to do with their bites. It has more to do with how they relate to
animals...
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So if you take away Cully, when it comes to occlusion, there is probably very little
difference between my patients and anyone else’s.
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As for the Second part: “I don’t see occlusal problems in my practice.” Well, of course, I
never saw these occlusal problems myself before either. I had to begin to really learn about
occlusal dysfunction from Dr. Bowler and then apply it to my own patients and to my own
unpleasant occlusal issues when no one else could. But I now maintain that ‘seeing’
anything begins with being curious, interested, open-minded, responsible, honest or
professional enough to bother looking. ‘Seeing’ anything begins with ‘looking’.
If I can’t be bothered to take bitewing x-rays; then of course I won’t ‘see’ hardly any
interproximal decay--at least not until the patients, themselves, can point it out to me.
If I can’t be bothered to pick up a perio probe; then of course I won’t ‘see’ too much
in the way of periodontal disease--at least not until some grandparent is dragged into the
office by their concerned grandchild who is very suspicious that their grampa’s breath might
be stunting their growth.
If I can’t be bothered to ask every patient the 30-odd questions that pertain to their
bite; then of course I’m going to be oblivious to most occlusal dysfunction or parafunction.
If I can’t be bothered to use 2 fingers, the wax, and the 2 different marking
materials; then of course the 3 basic dental malocclusions will likely remain invisible to me.
If I really believe that there isn’t much occlusal dysfunction in my practice; then of
course I won’t “see” or recognise “these occlusal problems” even when one of my poor
patients acquires the horrible end-stage symptoms but I misdiagnose them and call it a
psychological problem--and that’s going to be no fun for anyone.
And if I really think that I can actually practise dentistry competently while avoiding
occlusal issues; then of course occlusal problems--both the ones I ignore and the ones I
create--won’t ever travel down my optic nerves. But as sure as death, taxes, and the annual
extortion called ‘licensing fees’, I will inevitably cause some discomfort for a significant
percentage of my patients, and of those, some could even experience terrible problems.
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Dr. Wm. E. LEA, Inc.
320 Lower Ganges Road
Box 210, Ganges PO
Salt Spring Island, BC, V8K 2V9
(250) 537-4141
Our approach to helping you achieve optimal oral health.
Primary or Initial Treatment.
-treatment of persistant “bugs” (plaque, bacteria): if untreated, will lead to infections-in gums (“pyorrhea”, leading to very bad breath and eventual tooth loss)
in teeth (“decay”, leading to loss of hard tooth structure, requiring “fillings”)
in pulps (“necrosis”, death of healthy nerve tissue, requiring “root canals”)
in jaws (classic “dental abcess”, which can become a very serious infection of face/neck)
-treatment of destructive “forces” (malocclusion, bite interferences): if untreated, will lead to
physical destruction of gums, teeth and bones-in gums (“occlusal trauma”, leading to accelerated pyorrhea, tooth loss)
in teeth (“cracked” teeth, leading to outright fractures and broken teeth)
in pulps (“hypersensitivity”, leading to pain from cold temperatures, pain and soreness
from chewing and pressure, and tenderness or sensitivity on brushing)
in jaws (tempomandibular joint “TMJ” dysfunction, leading to chronic joint and muscle
pain, reduced chewing function, ringing in ears, and headaches)
-treatment of the matter of “ownership” (personal responsibility): if personal responsibility
not taken with oral hygiene (patient's day to day cleaning routine), will lead to frustration,
(never-ending problems, unnecessary expense), and helplessness (“victim” outlook, permanent
loss of oral health)
please note: By taking responsibility for your current situation, by continuous, honest
communication with us regarding any problems, and by working together with us, you will be
involved with the process of improving or maintaining your oral health--instead of becoming a
helpless dental 'victim'.
Secondary or Restorative Treatment.
Only after the elimination of disease and re-establishment of HEALTH!
-treatment of “damage” (replacement and repair of lost and reduced teeth): if untreated, will
lead to diminished function and “overload” of remaining teeth)
Tertiary or Maintenance Treatment.
-consistent, regular re-evaluation and re-inspiration: if undertaken, will lead to minimal
treatment and expense in the future
copyright 2016
all rights reserved--no copying or stealing without permission

‘SOUND’ BITES' 8-STEP DIAGNOSTIC PROTOCOL
for initially Diagnosing Occlusal Dysfunction and Mandibular Parafunction
and then for Diagnosing the Specific Dental Malocclusions
1.) Patient Questionnaire--Please circle any of the following Situations or Symptoms that apply to you:
-sensitive or painful teeth? sensitive or painful teeth to cold? or to brushing? or to flossing? that can move around in your
mouth? -just a general “awareness” of the teeth? -sensitive or sore teeth during or after chewing? -loose teeth? -teeth that
seem to be changing position? -limited opening?
-headaches? -ringing in the ears? sore or tired head or facial muscles? especially in the morning? -clenching or ‘bruxing’?
day or night? -a night guard? past or present?0 -dreams about teeth breaking? or falling out?
-a preference for chewing on, or chewing limited to, only one side of the mouth? right or left? -a forward posturing of the jaw
with the lower front teeth resting on the upper front teeth? -frequent ‘tongue splinting’?
-bleeding gums even though hygiene is good? periodontal disease? -difficultly flossing because the teeth are too tight?
-previous orthodontics?
-sore or painful joints? -popping, clicking or noisy joints on opening, closing or chewing? or joints that lock sometimes?
-lip or cheek biting? -uncertainty about where to bite? no ‘home’ bite? -a change in the bite if there is a change in posture?
that is, is the bite different lying down from sitting up?

For Dentist Use Only
2.) Palpation of Joints
-crepitis, clicking or popping Yes / No
-limited opening Yes / No

R/L

opening / closing

3 2 1 finger(s)

-deviation of the jaw Yes / No

opening R / L

closing R / L

3.) Lateral Excursions
-restricted movement or inability to go to either or both sides without opening Yes / No

R/L

4.) Oral Exam (See Chart for Specific Locations)
-periodontal disease? -gingival recession? -wear facets? -broken or chipped teeth? -hairline fracture lines? -mandibular tori?
-tooth mobility? -loose or open contacts? -missing cusps? -missing, tipped teeth? -tooth/root sensitivity to air or explorer?
-inability of patient to demonstrate a consistent bite position? -wider periodontal ligament spaces? -lots of previous endo?

5.) Palpation of Upper Anteriors (and even Premolars)
-impact or bounce Yes / No

(5 4) 3 2 1 1 2 3 (4 5)

6.) Assessment with Wax
-perforations, tears or holes through the wax Yes / No

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

7.) Assessment with Marking Paper and Silk
-centric stops in lower first molars Yes / No
-lateral forces Yes / No

R/L

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 / 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

-distal-driving contacts Yes / No

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8.) Assessment with ‘Diagnostic’ Splint required? Yes / No
copyright 2016 by Dr. Wm. E. Lea
all rights reserved--no stealing or copying of any kind without permission
www.saltspringdentist.com
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We have to change our ‘mind-set’. The dental profession needs to stop focusing on the
joints and the many other symptoms. The sphincters need to relax--we need to look at
what is dysfunctional about the occlusion itself.
The simple treatment involves the addition of some dental filling material to any specific
tooth where there is not enough of the tooth to make contact--when it needs to make
contact--with its opposing tooth.
And it involves the opposite--the tiny reduction of specific spots or areas of certain teeth
where they are making too much contact, or inappropriate contact, with their opposing
tooth.
These adjustments will be done over several passes because of the 3-dimensionally dynamic
nature of the 2-joint-supported jaw. Things will settle in, adjust and change after each
adjustment. So I let my fingers and the wax keep guiding me to the red-marked contacts
from the silk that still need to be adjusted to arrive at a healthy, functional occlusion.
These adjustments, these tiny reductions of the enamel or the restorative materials, while
clearly not reversible, will not harm the integrity of the tooth or restoration--the amounts are
barely measurable, they are dust! In a physical, protective sense, the amounts are not
significant. But in a functional, comfort sense, they matter a great deal.
It always seems strange to me that so many dentists have no compunction, no hesitation, in
sending almost all the enamel of a tooth to heaven to make room for--to make a new home
for--some lovely porcelain; but that some of these same dentists find it absolutely abhorrent
and wrong to ever dust off a little enamel--even when it’s to make someone healthier, more
functional or more comfortable.
...There are so many things that I will never understand about hypocrites.
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In centric occlusion, the anterior teeth must never make contact before the posterior teeth.
Many patients have anterior prematurities and don’t actually contact on their posterior teeth.
Very often, this can bring about a situation where the 2nd and/or 3rd molars can over-erupt.
This is an occlusal disaster.
Any and all anterior prematurities must be removed first. The patient’s posterior teeth must
always contact solidly--just before the upper laterals and centrals.
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All anterior prematurities and slides and posterior distal-driving contacts, which will
function to direct the jaw back toward the joint space, must be eliminated so that any
‘impinged upon’ joints can then decompress and the whole mandible can come forward to
allow for a healthy, more functional joint anatomy.
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Support from the lower 1st molars’ buccal cusps, without their central fossas, is not
adequate.
I know that this is not presently a conventional understanding--but it’s absolutely true
none the less.
Dr. Bowler credited it to Dr. P. K. Thomas, who was a well-respected California dentist who
practised in the 1970’s. I don’t know where Dr. Thomas got it from.
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But what I’m really talking about is this...
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Almost all occlusal restorations that I see on lower 1st molars have been reduced by the
treating dentist out of function, presumably so that the patient doesn’t experience an
uncomfortable ‘high’ spot. ...I only really believe half of that--I’m just putting the best
possible spin on this so that no dentist needs to feel any embarrassment or guilt. There is no
shame in not knowing something. An honest acknowledgement of an innocent, blameless
ignorance is the first step to learning.
I see very few dental restorations on the occlusal surface of lower 1st molars with any
functional support for the upper 1st molar’s palatal cusp. Under-contouring our restorations
is obviously much faster and easier than creating proper function but I don’t ever want to do
this again. I’ve learned the hard way that it’s not a good thing. It creates endless numbers
of 1st fundamental malocclusions that can result in potentially inadequately supported
mandibles that might then negatively impact our patients--as we will now see in the next
slide...
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This patient is a typical example of what I’ve seen happen in dentistry due to an innocent
ignorance and lack of understanding of the three basic dental malocclusions:
She went back to her dentist complaining of severe discomfort after this 3-unit
bridge was placed. The dentist had no idea of why she was suffering. He couldn’t help her.
But he wasn’t a bad dentist in any way--he just had no idea what was going on.
She sought help from our regulatory body but they assured her that the dentist had
acted in good faith--and he had!--and that they could see no problems with the bridge--but
that might have been only because they could have been a little light on their understanding
of occlusal dysfunction themselves. She then went to her physician and proceeded to get an
MRI to hopefully diagnose the pain. But even after two MRI’s, there was no help there.

Eventually, she found her way to me. Diagnosis took 5 minutes. The symptoms
resolved when she wore the splint. Treatment took 20 minutes. I pot-holed the missing
vertical support in the above pontic and removed some distal-driving--especially on the
upper left molars--and some other lateral interferences.
Some people might think ignorance is bliss--but in her case, the dental profession’s
ignorance of occlusion hadn’t been too blissful. The deficient bridge was “the straw that
broke the camel’s back”.
The reason I’m telling you this is because I’ve created these kinds of problems for
some of my own patients, but I had Dr. Bowler to bail me out. After he’d bailed me out a
couple of times he called me up and suggested that I pay him a visit. I’m very grateful for
that offer. It was the first step on a very long walk that has got me up in front of you today.
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If there are any “cosmetic” dentists here this morning, you might want to close your eyes for
the next slide--I don’t want to be the cause of any of you losing your breakfast.
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Now, I have to admit it, these aren’t the most esthetic solutions...
(The one on the right is my personal favourite.)
But once healthy function, comfort and stability have been achieved, things can always-and always way more easily--be ‘prettied up’ later to the correct occlusion.
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Let’s not blame any of the staff here--I took this photo. This is why they won’t usually
allow me anywhere near the camera.
Anyway, it’s not the same tooth from previous slide but it shows the desired 5 centric
contacts--with a prominent centric stop (that was an amalgam pot-hole previously) in the
central fossa of the lower left 1st molar. It forms a very stabilizing series of 3 triangles: the
most important one with the 2 buccal cusps and the lesser 2 triangles formed with the
marginal ridges.
By the way, this is how the crown came back from the lab, before any adjustments. Please
note that there are virtually no contacts on any slopes--it’s all cusp/fossa, cusp/marginal
ridge point contacts. Thank you, Charlie! You do amazing work.

A possible ‘pearl’: When a patient’s occlusion has been balanced and stabilized, the bite I
take will be accurate, repeatable and consistent; making life easier for the lab and saving me
a lot time on cementation. When I have not treated the patient’s occlusion first, the bite will
be--more often than not--an unstable, inconsistent, parafunctional position and I will have
far more adjusting to do.
Another possible pearl: I don’t anaesthetize the patient for crown seats. If I’ve already
treated the occlusion, there will be very minimal tooth “sensitivity” during the procedure-most tooth sensitivity is from a bite imbalance and/or parafunction. I want to have the
patient’s critically important, unimpeded feedback to get the new crown’s occlusion perfect.
I usually book 15 minutes--start to finish--for a crown seat.
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To confirm or accurately establish ‘foil-relief’ I use two pieces of red silk held in my
fingers--but it’s a little messy! Use foil or paper or ‘shimstock’ if you don’t like messes.
Anyway, I place one between the upper and lower 1st molars (it doesn’t matter which side)
and the other where I’m establishing foil-relief. First, I ask the patient to clench. Neither of
the pieces of red silk should be able to slide between the teeth when I pull on them. Then I
ask the patient to just close on their back teeth. I should not be able to pull the silk between
the 1st molars but the silk should just slide between the teeth that I’m checking. If not, then
I need to adjust more to achieve the necessary foil-relief.
When an even, balanced, supported centric occlusion (CO) bite is established; there will be
a distinct, solid sound when the patient bites their teeth firmly together. That’s the solid
sound of no slides or prematurities. If no solid sound; then there’s still a prematurity or a
slide. It’s that simple.
When an even, balanced, supported centric occlusion bite is established; when I place each
of my index fingers on each of the patient’s cheeks (or check your own, if you’re curious)
and ask them to bite over and over firmly on their back teeth, my fingers will be firmly,
cleanly and suddenly directed laterally by the contracting muscles at exactly the same
instant. If not at the same, exact instant; then there’s still an occlusal imbalance. It’s that
simple.
(I use this quick, easy test to check that I’ve adjusted the diagnostic splint correctly as well.)
These are some more quick, easy, helpful little ‘pearls’.
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The two red arrows point to two areas where there are still lateral interferences remaining
that must be eliminated with some careful adjustments. It is very rare that I ever need to
reduce any contact on a cusp tip, marginal ridge or fossa! Initially, all adjustments
should be done only on the slopes!!! So, initially, do not remove contacts on cusp tips,
marginal ridges or fossas!!!!!! If you review this presentation on my web site, you will see
six thousand exclamation marks after that last sentence. Ignore this advice at your own-and your patients’--peril.
-On the left photo, the smear on the slope of the buccal surface of the disto-lingual cusp-indicated by red arrow--needs to be removed leaving a solid point contact in the fossa.
-On the right photo, the smear on the palatal slope of the palatal cusp--red arrow--needs to
be reduced leaving a point contact on the cusp tip.
These adjustments will move the centric contacts into the lower molar’s central fossa and
onto the upper molar’s palatal cusp tip so that the forces generated on contact will be
exclusively vertical and will load the lower molar through its long axis. (This is what you
see on the left side of the patient’s dentition indicated by blue arrows.) I want a situation
where all the loading in CO is exclusively vertical--where all contacts are ‘point’ contacts.
I reduce true vertical prematurities only on cusp tips--not fossas--when there is truly
too much cusp tip indicated by the wax. I never listen to the patient’s perceptions until after
the patient’s occlusion has been treated to healthy function. And even then, I still only trust
the patient after I’ve confirmed it with the wax. I never collapse the patient’s vertical. And
I never deepen any fossas. I just want to establish a balanced bite and eliminate all lateral
interferences enough to create a little ‘wiggle room’ for the teeth so that no unhealthy lateral
forces are transferred into the teeth, and then via the teeth, into the patient’s mandible.
By the way, I hope no one feels insulted by me labeling the slides “upper” and “lower”. I
did this just in case, in the unlikely event that anyone from the College decided to attend.
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Often, the patients tell me that they cannot translate laterally. I used to ask them in a rather
accusing tone, “Can’t or won’t?!” Of course, this had a very mixed success. But I can now
save you all a lot of grief--they really can’t. This is due to the patient’s muscles ‘protecting’
against interferences or inadequate guidance.
So I use the thick, heavy paper to ‘fool’ the muscles momentarily to allow the jaw to make
the excursions so I can mark and locate any interferences.
This is what I do: I place a thick blue piece of paper in each of the two articulation paper
holders. Then I add two pieces of the thin, red silk--one on the top and one on the bottom-to each of the two thick blue papers. The thicker material allows the patient to make the
lateral excursions.
This quick, simple technique allows me to mark and find out what’s going on for the
patient’s chewing functions when patients have restrictive interferences or poor guidance.
If you take nothing else away from this morning’s presentation, this is another hugely
helpful little ‘pearl’.
I bet you didn’t think you’d be stringing ‘pearls’ this morning. Did you, eh!?
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I may have to settle for ‘group’ function or some other solution for working function.
During chewing function, the jaw should move laterally of course, but also slightly
forward to allow for healthy function.
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It seems that ‘working’ interferences are not as widely understood or as appreciated in
dentistry as I believe they need to be.
-Working interferences are found on the same side of the mouth that the patient is chewing
on, or shifting to, on the disto-lingual slopes of the buccal cusps of the upper posterior teeth
(as we will see on the next slide) and on the distal-linqual surfaces of the upper anteriors (as
above). And please note: As you travel across, from mesial to distal, on the lingual surface
of most upper anteriors; you are being directed back, toward the joint space, as well as
laterally, because these teeth are almost always rotated slightly disto-lingually.
-Working interferences are, then, usually the distal-driving type. As a result, they function
to direct the mandible back toward or into the joint space. This is never good.
During chewing function, the jaw should move laterally of course, but also slightly
forward to allow for healthy function. The jaw should never be directed back, toward
the joints!
Functionally speaking, upper laterals and centrals are often fragile--especially the
laterals! I always foil-relief them in centric occlusion and I make sure they disclude
immediately in lateral excursion. If you don’t do this, these upper anterior teeth will handle
dysfunction about as well as I handle the dental profession ignoring this protocol--and that’s
not pretty. Upper centrals and laterals are only good for smiling and biting. And the lovely
smile only serves to distract you from the high probability of being ‘bitten’ when the enamel
or porcelain chips or when your crown breaks off from any protrusive, parafunctional
activity, any prematurity in centric occlusion or any distal-driving when the patient chews!
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This slide shows distal-driving on the disto-lingual slopes of the buccal cusps of the upper
posterior teeth--specifically here, the canine and the two premolars.
And please note: I have reduced the very slight distal-driving on the lateral (yellow arrows)
because of my fear of any dysfunctional loading on any upper lateral or central.
If I don’t remove these working interferences, the good occlusion I’ve just established
in CO will be undone by the unwanted, distal-driving forces generated when the
patient chews.
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-Non-working interferences, when the teeth are in proper relation, are found on the teeth on
the opposite side of the mouth from where the patient is shifting to, or chewing on; on the
lingual slopes of the lower buccal cusps (as in the above photo) and on the buccal slopes of
the upper palatal cusps of the posterior teeth.
I usually remove the smear from the lower so as not to disturb the upper palatal cusp tip that
establishes the centric stop with the fossa of the lower tooth.
-Balancing or non-working interferences will function as--are the equivalent of--a fourth,
but longer leg, on what should be a three-legged stool. The 3 ‘legs’ being the two joints and
the canine guidance. Any of you who have sat on a chair with one leg longer than the other
three will know that this situation is not comfortable. It’s, literally, a pain in the ass! So we
shouldn’t leave or create this situation in the dentition of our patients either.
If I don’t remove these non-working interferences, then the good occlusion I’ve just
established in CO will be undone by the unwanted lateral forces when the patient
chews.
Could everyone, just for a minute, please stop texting. This next point is really important.
Whenever you are dealing with your patients’ lateral excursions, visualize these helpful,
imaginary, right and left, 3-legged stools! each stool having one of those three legs as the
proper, uninterfered-with canine guidance and the other two legs being the happy, healthy,
comfortable, functioning joints.
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Despite what looks reasonably good on the models, this patient had circled a number of
occlusal symptoms on the questionnaire--as we will see on the next slide.
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After looking at her questionnaire, I had her bite down on the wax to see if anything showed
up.
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As I stated previously, if there is a premature contact on the anteriors, the patient can
subconsciously ease up on their closure with the result that the 2nd molars can over-erupt.
This is exactly what we see above on the special wax-bite that I use to find prematurities.
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I could never get any idea of what is going on functionally with the patient if I didn’t use
my fingers and the wax first, before I mark up the teeth with articulation material. And
without the thick paper, I’m just looking at the muscle-protected bite. Looking at the right
photo, if I just mark up the teeth, everything looks the same. All the red marks seem equal.
Nothing stands out or jumps up at me.
My fingers and the wax tell me if there are, and then where to find, any slides or
prematurities. If I do dentistry without using my fingers and the wax first to diagnose
the occlusion; then I’m doing dentistry blind! At least from a functional standpoint
I’m blind. I’m totally in the dark--I’m doing “Dark Ages” dysfunctional dentistry.
And it really doesn’t matter who any of you are, how many letters you might have after
your name or what currently high opinion you might have of yourselves; it really
doesn’t matter what occlusal system any of you could be using or even what famous,
heavy-hitting occlusal guru or gurus anyone here is a disciple of; because if any of you
are doing dentistry without using your fingers, the wax and the heavy, thick paper
first; well then, sadly for your patients, there is a very high probability that you are
actually practising some of this “Dark Ages” dysfunctional dentistry yourselves. The
prosthodontists and occlusal experts who treated me certainly were. Yes, it’s very personal.
And another thing. There’s always some dentist high on themselves oozing endless, rigid
certainty--some serene, loyal disciple; someone unable to think for themselves; someone
comfortable with ignoring their failures--who comes up to me after and tells me that what
I’m doing is just like so-and-so. This only proves that they really didn’t learn much from
their guru either. Nobody’s accurately diagnosing the occlusion in less than 3 minutes for
every one of their patients--not just for those who have joint symptoms--at virtually no cost;
or treating occlusal dysfunction successfully, superficially, non-invasively in 15-30 minutes.
These facts have a difficult time getting past all those tightly-wound sphincters so prevalent
in dentistry today.
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And for those of you who have been paying attention, yes! there are still some lateral
interferences--red arrows on right slide--that need to be removed. That’s why I do “followups” after about a week to catch anything that has ‘settled in’--as these have.
If it’s possible, I want to establish 3 points of contact on every posterior tooth to create
long-term stability for all of the tooth positions. And I only want those 3 contacts per
tooth to be on cusp tips, marginal ridges or fossas so that there is only vertical loading.
No lateral forces are to be generated on closure in centric occlusion. The triangular, 3point, vertical loading establishes the necessary stability for the patient’s dentition and
the desired comfort for the patient.
And the beauty of it is that you achieve this by simply removing what you don’t want!!
Things just fall into place when you remove the interferences, slides and prematurities.
Looking at the left photo, please note the point contacts on the molars already forming very
stabilizing triangles of support.
The only places where I normally add material to the teeth are in the central fossas
of the lower 1st molars to establish this specific, very important vertical support, and on to
the canines if I need to establish lateral guidance. Otherwise,
THE FUNCTIONAL OCCLUSION THAT IS MY GOAL IS MOSTLY ACHIEVED...
BY ONLY REMOVING WHAT I DON’T WANT!!
Do not remove any cusp/fossa, cusp/marginal ridge centric ‘point’ contacts! Always
remove inappropriate smears from the slopes or only reduce excessive centric contacts,
WHILE ALWAYS LEAVING, WHILE ALWAYS RETAINING A POINT CONTACT!!
It’s that simple!! It’s that easy!!!
And simple and easy is the way you want to go. You always want to diagnose and treat
before the patient’s dysfunction destroys the patient’s dentition. Once the patient has
lost teeth--especially the 1st molars--any remedial treatment becomes much, much trickier.
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It’s extremely rare when I can find a finished orthodontic case--or any patient for that
matter--who doesn’t have some occlusal dysfunction. Heaven forbid some lowly, bottomfeeding general dentist like myself, an unknown rural dentist who--as some of my meanerspirited classmates claim--might have graduated dental school due to a clerical error...
Anyway, who am I to point out anything to highly-trained and accomplished specialists?
But do any orthodontists, restorative ‘hot-shots’ or any self-proclaimed ‘cosmetic’ dentists
really think that their patients won’t need their teeth for anything more than smiling? In
today’s world of esthetically-driven dentistry, ‘pretty’ seems to trump function, every time.
From my humble viewpoint as a general dentist with decades of clinical experience and as a
dental patient who has suffered terribly from dysfunctional dental treatments; I see any
‘esthetic’ or ‘cosmetic’ dentistry--or any dentistry for that matter--that doesn’t exercise
proper, comfortable, healthy function, as just malpractice--at least, that’s what it seemed
like to me for 18 whole months of my life. It sure felt like malpractice!! And since nobody
was able to diagnose and treat my constant pain; I had to eventually self-treat. Yes, I was an
idiot twice--once for being the patient and once for being the dentist--but desperate times
call for desperate measures. I had to, successfully, undo their malpractice all by myself.
Since our zealous squad of ‘regulators’ and ‘enforcers’ at the College, who always claim to
‘protect’ the patients, don’t seem to have any real useful clue about function or dysfunction;
they don’t see any of this as malpractice. So I guess everybody’s pretty safe for now-everybody, that is, except, of course, the poor, unsuspecting patients. I should look on the
bright side. We can bump up any inadequate gross by becoming retailers, by selling--not
just Sonicares and ‘whitening’ to everyone--but now food processors to all of our trusting
patients in lieu of the ability to comfortably chew. So who’s on for a turkey milkshake?
I believe that everything in dentistry should start and finish with healthy function-and that includes finished ortho cases and acres of porcelain--especially since these dentists,
who claim to put the patients first, are more than well-compensated for their time and effort.
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I have found (of course, again, the hard way) that by not diagnosing thoroughly or not
achieving all of the treatment goals, my success rate will be lowered by a significant
margin.
This is because I can never be certain which of any of the 3 fundamental dental
malocclusions is responsible for setting off the unhealthy muscle activity.
When restoring a decayed tooth, nobody here would justify leaving any decay
behind under their restoration. The same logic must apply to occlusion. When dealing
with occlusion, no dysfunction should be left behind in any part of the dentition.
If any one of the untreated occlusal problems persists, it can then set off the
parafunctional activity again which will then undo the partially corrected occlusion.
Maybe this is why thousands of studies in the literature concluded that the CNS was the
etiology of bruxing and clenching. Maybe nobody checked for and then removed working
interferences; provided very specific vertical support through the first molar area; tried to
establish very stabilizing, triangular patterns of vertically-loading, supportive, point contacts
on cusp tips, marginal ridges and fossas; etc., etc., etc.
I dare to suggest that the ‘literature’ might not have it quite right.
But don’t worry--please don’t any of you get yourselves all worked up and ‘squeaky’.
It’s just a quiet, quivering, humble thought.
(I don’t feel quite frisky enough to take on the whole dental profession.)
But even if the literature does have it quite right, if the dentition is balanced and correctly
supportive; with only vertical--not lateral--loading, and protected by proper canine function;
then if the patient still clenches or bruxes, how much damage is going to be generated?
Definitely not anywhere near as much as with a dys-functional dentition is my experience.
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We’ve all had patients who had periodontal problems despite reasonable hygiene; sensitivity
issues without an obvious cause; patients with a new crown, filling or endo that wouldn’t
settle down. Well, anyway, I certainly have!
Maybe the solution is the occlusion.
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Once I became open to the fact that there were only 3 dental malocclusions that often
confused diagnosing other problems in and around the mouth; my ability to easily, quickly
and accurately diagnose everything improved dramatically.
This patient presented with symptoms of cold and chewing sensitivity on an upper
left three-unit bridge that I had just cemented the previous week. I didn’t think there was
anything amiss with the bridge and I’d already balanced his occlusion, but I did the proper
reassessment anyway. (I always check for everything else first, before I check the overall
occlusion.) But there was no help from that.
Then I used the wax. There turned out to be an obvious prematurity (left photo) on the
palatal cusp of the upper right 3rd molar that I had missed or that had settled in since the
occlusion had been treated.
I adjusted the premature contact and rechecked with the wax (right photo) feeling
grateful that I hadn’t jumped in and touched the bridge. When we followed up the next day,
the patient reported that the symptoms were gone. The patient had been subconsciously
shifting into the bridge where secondary symptoms developed, to get away from the
prematurity on the other side of the mouth where the real, underlying problem was.
I must emphasize this again:
DON’T BE MISLED BY ANY SPECIFIC SYMPTOMS!
DON’T FOCUS ON SYMPTOMS!

You will end up chasing your ‘tail’ for no good purpose and much grief. You will end
up playing endless “Whack a Mole” with ever-evolving symptoms. Don’t ever forget
that the underlying occlusal problems are very rarely found where the symptoms are!
This is typical of how my diagnostic protocol now helps me to avoid misdiagnosing an
occlusal problem for something else--something else that really doesn’t need treatment.
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It looks just fine on the x-ray, doesn’t it? Well, I think it does!
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There’s not enough time at this venue, but I could present hours of cases like this--and
they’re not all mine! Cases where endodontic treatment had been beautifully done but
where the patient’s symptoms persisted--persisted that is, until I correctly diagnosed and
treated the undiagnosed, misdiagnosed, primary occlusal problem.
By the way, this patient demonstrates why I say that protrusion is parafunctional. I never
treat or adjust for protrusion because once I have treated a patient’s occlusion and achieved
my treatment goals, they don’t continue to engage in any protrusion. This is truly what I
observe. I can only assume that people go into protrusion to get away from--to cope with-something uncomfortable or unsupportive in their posterior because once I have addressed
those things, they don’t have this habit. Her front teeth stopped hurting.
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At the huge risk of being defied, denied, disparaged or ignored a little more, of undertaking
yet another futile attempt at penetrating sphincters within the dental profession so tightly
wound that they might just be capable of withstanding a nuclear attack--but with the slim,
slight hope that I might be reaching a few of your brains through an undefended nose or an
open sore perhaps; I will again go over the handling of premature contacts.
I never want to or in fact do I ever change the patient’s vertical. I never remove centric
point contacts on cusp tips, marginal ridges or fossas. Initially, I only remove smears from
the slopes and reduce centric point contacts if I have to! But you must never remove them!
So, the question might be, “Do I always first remove all the smears from the slopes of all
the upper and lower teeth and, in particular, both premature left 2nd molars on the above
slide?” Well, yes, remove all the smears first. This is because you will be truly amazed
at how often the prematurity is really a slide composed of only lateral components!
But what if there’s a truly vertical prematurity remaining that is confirmed with the wax? In
today’s environment of egalitarianism, fairness, ‘one man’s ceiling is another man’s floor’,
politically correct, never blame--never shame, ‘the miracle of socialism achieved’ stupidity;
then you would adjust on both the upper and lower cusp tips and fossas. But functionally,
that would be a big mistake.
You don’t want to establish or retain any plunging or thrusting cusps. So normally,
remove true vertical prematurities only from the cusp tips--not from the fossas. Never
deepen the fossas! In the above case, very carefully, very light-handedly, very delicately
just reduce or just narrow the buccal cusp tips a little more on the lower. Check again and
again with the wax. You will almost certainly need to make further adjustments as things
adapt and settle--because they will!! You will almost always need several careful passes so
that you don’t remove!!! you don’t destroy!!! the centric contact. Always check your work
with the wax--don’t be in a hurry--at least not until you’re more experienced and confident.
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By removing what you don’t want, you achieve what you do want. The blue arrows point to
solid centric contacts now supporting the upper palatal cusps. And there is absolutely no
more lateral component to the loading--it’s all pure vertical and it’s down the long axis of
the lower molar. That’s gorgeous and functional and healthy!
The huge point is...

Don’t chase symptoms!!

If I’m honest with myself (and this is true for most symptoms) I must accept that, for now
anyway, only God knows why this patient’s upper left 1st molar was so symptomatic when it
turned out that the significant prematurity was on the upper left 2nd molar.
Don’t be misled by symptoms!!
Look for any and all of the 3 fundamental dental malocclusions.
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On the questionnaire he had indicated that he had periodontal disease, sensitive teeth and
loose teeth. On occlusal examination he had no centric stops on the lower 1st molars to
support the upper palatal cusps and distal-driving on all the upper premolars.
This patient had been seen by a periodontal specialist for the past 10 years with regular
“maintenance” therapy every 3-4 months. And if by “maintenance” we mean that the
periodontal disease was maintained, then I suppose the “maintenance” has been a wild
success.
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The photo of the lower arch on the left is not a mirror view.
If a patient has perio and won’t agree to treatment for any occlusal dysfunction, then I will
not carry them as a patient in my office because I have found that I will have a very poor
chance of resolving their periodontal issues without treating the malocclusion--and I don’t
like supervising disease. I will refer them on to the periodontist. Evidently, there are still a
few around who don’t mind supervising disease.
Just kidding, of course. The specialist will assess for possible surgery, removal of hopeless
teeth and possible further maintenance based on reasonable prognosis etc.
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When I didn’t get all the improvement that I expected after treating this patient’s occlusion-still way too many 6mm pockets and still one 8--I looked at the bite again because this
patient’s hygiene was pretty decent.
I simply placed each of my index fingers on the buccal surfaces of each of the upper
bicuspids while the patient bit down over and over on his back teeth. And guess what? I
felt my fingers shake. So, I’d either missed this the first time I treated his occlusion or
things had settled in even further. There were still some prematurities or slides and/or lateral
interferences that were still present that I had to adjust. I confirmed it with the wax and
then did another ‘follow-up’ adjustment.
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I maintain that this patient’s periodontal problems were partly misdiagnosed--previously
attributed exclusively to poor hygiene--to bacteria--and to an ‘auto-immune disease’
according to the perio ‘expert’ in Toronto. My reality--confirmed by the spontaneous
improvement following the treatment of his occlusion--is that a significant factor for his
periodontal situation was his malocclusion.
I have found occlusal dysfunction to be such a significant etiology and accelerator of
periodontal disease that I’m amazed and shocked that none of the periodontal specialists or
hygienists that I’ve spoken to have taken any interest in what I do. In fact, unfortunately,
they just dismiss it out of hand. I consider any effort to treat periodontal disease without
diagnosing and treating any occlusal dysfunction first, to be the equivalent of trying to drive
a car with the parking brake on.
If, after 3 hygiene follow-up appointments--each one, one month apart--the patient still has
perio pockets; then I will send them on to the specialist.
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This is an edited progress report from the specialist in Victoria.
There has been solid improvement--only 10 teeth have pockets, down from 20; and no 7’s or
8’s, only some 6’s and mostly 5’s.
There are a significant number of patients whose muscles and bites are so protective and
protected--maybe 20%--that the unwinding takes more than one ‘follow-up’. This
relaxation can occur over several months even. Because this patient was no longer being
seen regularly in my office, this relaxation was not being picked up. I contacted him to
check things out after receiving this report from the Victoria specialist to ensure that
progress could still be made from further correction of any continuing dysfunction.
It turned out that there was some further settling-in which was then adjusted.
It’s not possible to ascertain which patients will be the ones who might take longer to
stabilize. The way I prepare patients for this possibility is that each follow-up is half the fee
of the previous one. And yes, there’s been one or two patients who were cutting pennies in
half to pay me before we finally achieved stability. But that’s not very common.
By the way, he loves “his on-going specialist in Toronto”--that’s the practitioner who
watched him rot for 10 years.
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I recognize that there are other diagnostic and treatment modalities that do very
often work. I also recognize that there are a lot of very good dentists out there who have
achieved great success with alleviating severe problems for many of their patients and who
will continue to do so. But why is it considered better, more professional, more diligent and
more acceptable to take more time, generate more overhead, create more expense for the
patient, to do something that is unnecessary or more complicated, more invasive and riskier,
and still less effective, than to do what I do?
I believe that anyone, with a little practise, can easily, thoroughly and accurately
diagnose a patient’s occlusal status in about 3 minutes. And I definitely know of no other
approach that can, after not too much practise, completely overhaul and correct dental
malocclusions to establish a perfectly functional, healthy occlusion for most patients in less
than an hour’s treatment time--and usually for me now, in 15-30 minutes--at such an
affordable, mutually beneficial fee.
As a consequence of this diagnostic and treatment approach, I am now getting a very
much higher rate of success than I did before. So much so, that I now have no fear of taking
on any patient with occlusal or parafunctional problems because there are now so few that I
cannot help--once I have used the diagnostic splint first to screen out the ones that I cannot
help. And the improved success rate comes with much easier, shorter appointments, much
more affordability and acceptance for the patient, and, very importantly, no risky, invasive
treatment.
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Once dentists understand and recognize that they only need to focus on the three dental
malocclusions, they can take easy, simple steps in their day-to-day dental practices to avoid
creating these kinds of problems for their own patients.
There are tens of millions of people suffering with low-grade, chronic symptoms that they
just live with--that they don’t even associate with their bites--that no dentist has ever really
bothered to diagnose. The very, very least we can do now is to diagnose their occlusal
problems and give them a choice for improvement.
Importantly, by utilizing this protocol we can just prevent our patients from becoming
the severe, incapacitated, end-stage victims of occlusal dysfunction by establishing
proper, healthy, balanced, supportive, functional occlusion with all of our treatments.

There are millions of people suffering from occlusal dysfunction. I’ve been there and it’s no
fun. They endure unrelenting, debilitating discomfort and distress. The joy gets sucked out
of their every day. At the very, very least, let’s not add to their numbers.
I recommend that no one goes back to their dental practice and immediately starts to treat
extreme, in-great-pain-and-distress patients. That is not the purpose of this presentation.
(I offer these patients only to provide proof that my occlusal protocol is valid and effective.)
The purpose of this presentation is to get all of the dental profession to begin to treat
occlusal dysfunction in the same way that we now treat any decay or periodontal
disease--to always routinely and unfailingly make the effort to diagnose it and then, get
it treated before it becomes a big, expensive, disabling--or even worse--a very difficult
or untreatable problem!!
I have to tell you all that I charge more than the Fee Guide for occlusal diagnosis and
treatments. My patients happily and gratefully come up with the difference. The paltry,
ridiculous Fee Guide fees for occlusion don’t even cover my overhead.
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If anyone involved with the Fee Guide actually understood occlusion, actually
placed any value on function or didn’t want to encourage bad, dysfunctional dentistry; then
they wouldn’t suggest that dentists should be paid the exact same fee for placing a filling on
a functional surface as they do for filling a non-functional part of a tooth. For these people,
from a restorative standpoint, all surfaces are of equal value. But obviously, they are not of
equal value functionally!! Evidently, they value occlusion at ‘nothing’.
Very few dentists can afford--or are inclined--to do a lot of treatment for free. The
‘Fee Guide’ people probably don’t offer their ‘services’ for free. We practising dentists only
get paid if we do something useful and billable--with a recognised code. It takes extra time,
effort and skill to establish proper function on the functional surfaces of our fillings. There
is no code for this. So this extra time, effort and skill isn’t going to be compensated for
under the current Fee Guide. No surprise, then, that almost every restored functioning
surface that I see with most new patients to the office is undercontoured or dys-functional!
Occlusally speaking, this is “Dark Ages” dentistry, and the Fee Guide, by stipulating
such inadequate, measly compensation for any occlusal diagnosis or treatment--not just for
establishing proper function on our restorations--may be part of why so many dentists push
fixed prosthodontics so hard, often without giving less invasive treatments as options. It
doesn’t seem like dentistry knows how to treat occlusal dysfunction and still make a decent
living without pushing a lot of high end, and too often unnecessary, crown and bridge.
So why am I the only one to bring this up? All of our esteemed, empire-building,
annual-dues-demanding, regulation-spewing authorities at the College, all of our highly
motivated representatives reclining and relaxing in our professional associations--despite all
the many letters after their names--don’t seem to have earned any letters for common sense.
Anyone’s claims of protecting the public’s or the dentists’ interests here are absurd-they’re delusional. In today’s world of clinical dentistry, patients are only going to get the
mal-occlusion, the dys-function, the high-end over-treatment, that dentists can get paid for.
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*How did this unlucky lady end up with the horrible, end-stage symptoms of occlusal
dysfunction? Well, she probably got to this terrible state the same way that most people do.
Certain individuals involved over time with her oral health were either unwilling--maybe
because there was no financial incentive--or maybe just unable--because they didn’t know
how--to diagnose and treat her occlusal dysfunction early on, while these same dental
professionals were--over many dysfunctional treatments--unknowingly adding to her
already dysfunctional situation. So finally, the poor, over-worked, over-active muscles that
were trying to protect and cope, just threw in the towel and went into permanent, painful
spasm.
And so began over two years--every day a daily nightmare--of the relentless, debilitating,
destruction of her well-being.
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How can the dental profession justify leaving occlusal dysfunction undiagnosed and
untreated until it too often becomes an extremely difficult or even an untreatable problem?
Why is the dental profession so focused on the heroic, ego-swelling, high-profile work of
“putting out fires” in the joints instead of the mundane, day-to-day effort of preventing
“fires” by always establishing healthy, functional occlusion for all patients and with every
dental treatment?
How and why is the fixation on symptoms and the joints the standard of care in today’s
dentistry? What about all the other real damage routinely seen to the periodontium and the
teeth? Why isn’t dentistry looking for the true sources--the fundamental causes--that lie
within the dentition? And, as we have already seen from the letter on the previous slide,
without a clear idea of what is healthy and functional, the dental profession is creating all
sorts of serious problems within the dentitions of way too many of our unsuspecting,
trusting patients.
This really needs to change.
Hippocrates advised us, “Above all, do no harm.” Can we really call ourselves “Health
Professionals” if we decline to actively and properly look for, or--even worse--continue
to create, occlusal problems for our patients?
How can anyone with any professional self-respect and a conscience want to persist in
practising such “Dark Ages” dysfunctional dentistry?! Diagnosing and treating the
occlusion to a healthy function can no longer be casually considered an option for any
dentists, anymore. It’s the first essential and mandatory step toward good dentistry.
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She says I’ll have no credibility in today’s world of prestige, position, popularity, power,
and impressive resumes--in today’s world of designer labels, celebrity endorsements, everincreasing technology and complexity, and out-of-control, rampant greed. She says that
nobody’s going to take seriously someone who is trying to make something easier, less
costly and less complicated for dentists or more affordable for patients--someone who has
only three letters after their name and who comes from some back-water, banjo-strumming
place where too much of too many of their patients’ social life is spent with farm animals.
My wife insists that very few people respond to ideas these days. She says that most people
are now programmed to only respond to how they are made to feel. Logic and rational
arguments--clinical facts, simple mechanics and common sense--are most often a waste of
time in today’s world of unicorns, high squeaky voices, huge egos, unthinking habit, closed
arrogant minds, endless ‘selfies’, and group hugs. She advises that if I expect to get this
occlusal protocol off the ground--to really connect with my audience--then I need to induce,
to really stir up, good feelings that we can all relate to and that can then arouse and move
everyone here to make some very important changes to how dentistry is practised.
She says that I need an uplifting story, an undiscovered image, a profound experience that
would motivate and inspire all of you to implement this occlusal protocol. Something that
would always constantly remind everyone that--despite every dentists’ very urgent, pressing
requirements of convenience, enrichment and always feeling good--our patients’ ability to
function in a healthy, comfortable manner is really essential to everything that we do.
So, something unique and strong and powerful that would not be forgotten, that would live
in everyone’s memory--forever.
After forty-five years with this amazing, insightful woman, I knew better than to argue. I
set to work immediately. I came up with an image, a mascot, a metaphor for this
presentation that will hopefully follow you all to the grave. His name is ‘Bite’. He is the
‘occlusal’ beagle, and here he is...
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You might notice that his teeth are almost human-like. That’s because he’s had some very
nice cosmetic dentistry done just recently.
But Bite is not very comfortable. The attending dentist, in his innocent, ignorant haste,
failed to assess his patient’s occlusal situation and didn’t notice that Bite was a clencher.
After Bite’s clenching was finally recognized and acknowledged, he was automatically and
mindlessly given a hard acrylic night guard. But that didn’t resolve everything.
That is not a very happy face. Bite was still a very uncomfortable beagle.
Luckily, after he had chased our ‘comfort’ cat, Cully, home one day; Bite found himself in
my office.
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Look at that changed face! The joy has returned to his eyes and his facial muscles are now
soft and relaxed.
That’s because we properly diagnosed his bite and then eliminated any and all of those 3
pesky, fundamental dental malocclusions that were preventing him from enjoying normal,
healthy function.
Look at that tail! Look at that smile!! Happy! Happy! Happy!
(His happiness cannot be over-rated--but he should have been relieved of any and all of
those three troublesome dental malocclusions before he got his new smile.)
Besides being such a suave, confident, canine ‘stud muffin’, he is much more comfortable
now. His bite and joint problems have disappeared. He is no longer so aware of his teeth
and jaw--they are no longer ‘on his radar’. They have settled into the background of his life
and consciousness and this is how it should be.
But actually, this isn’t quite the image that I want you all to remember.
You all probably know what an “ear worm” is--some song or tune that you can’t get out of
your head. I am now going to provide all of you with an “eye worm”. The next slide is an
image that I hope will stay with you, to firmly and relentlessly occupy and inhabit your
mind’s eye, for the rest of your dental careers...
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Bite, our intrepid beagle, has converted his, now unnecessary, night-guard ...into a chew toy.
So every time that you prescribe hard acrylic splints for your patients; I hope you will see
Bite, appearing across your brain--happily chewing on his mouth-guard--calling your
attention to the elimination of the 3 fundamental dental malocclusions:
-inadequate vertical support through first molars,
-premature contacts anywhere, and
-unwanted lateral forces on swallowing or chewing
that render those smelly night guards so unnecessary.
You know, on second thought, I don’t think that this image is really up to the job either.
The next slide will offer a much better attempt to achieve a truly penetrating, tenacious
occlusal eye worm.
Bite is a very special, unique, light-hearted, motivated teaching beagle. He has just become
aware that he has some very unusual anatomy that can help remind everybody to remember:

3 essential occlusal diagnostic steps that must always be employed and
-the 3 fundamental dental malocclusions that must always be dealt with.
-the
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So every time that you forget to diagnose the functional occlusion for any of your patients;
hopefully, Bite’s bright, shining eyes will be winking back at you as he bounces and shakes
his rear end...
to remind us to employ our fingers, a special wax, and the specified marking materials in
an essential, very important...
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Any time you decide to just jump in with expensive treatments for your patients before
making sure their occlusion is healthy and functional; I would like to think that Bite will be
there--planting himself firmly between you and those proposed crowns, veneers and
implants--wiggling and jiggling his butt.
His charming, unique smile (among other things) bringing our attention back to...
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He’s a gentle, friendly little guy who--in the end--is really on your side but he’s been hired
and paid for by the patients and until dentistry finds a conscience, he will have to do.
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It took almost 50 years to overcome the tightly closed sphincters of certain doctors before
they finally started to wash their hands before delivering babies. Thankfully, dentists aren’t
killing too many mothers. But ignoring, covering up, tolerating, creating or misdiagnosing
occlusal problems is--for the vast majority of dentists--nothing to be very proud of. So, let’s
hope that there’s a few of you out there who are very sincerely, very genuinely going to try
to serve the real functional needs of your patients.
The ultimate purpose of dentistry is to enable the teeth and jaw to properly function.
Marshall McLuhan insisted, “the medium is the message” but--let’s face it--some of us are
just not gifted in this medium. So, try to ignore any of my shortcomings as an awkward,
terrified speaker, as a generally flawed human being or as a waning, unpublished geriatric
clinician. I’m not the issue here. Although I might be an unimportant unknown from a
small, insignificant, rural practice; and perhaps--to those still unconvinced--even a ‘nobody
from nowhere’; what I really am is a very grateful, enlightened accident of chance events
and the result of many random, unpleasant circumstances who is simply trying to share
some very important, essential knowledge with a rather dubious, hesitant dental profession.
Please focus on the content of this presentation. This protocol does for dentistry
what Copernicus did for the solar system. It overrides and corrects to a truer simplicity;
it overcomes the overly complex, deeply entrenched, erroneous academic dogma and
intellectual theories that try to deal with and explain, that attempt to accommodate and
rationalize, the faulty, biased and prejudiced, cause-and-effect conclusions and incorrect
observations that have so successfully made occlusion impenetrable and incomprehensible
to the average dentist.
This protocol is an easy, user-friendly, efficient, practical, accurate explanation
that reflects our daily reality. Finally something concrete-sequential! Finally a quick,
simple, step-by-step process that we can confidently ‘hang our hats on’ before and as
we proceed with all of our clinical work.
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I expect a lot of you are going to feel indignant, incredulous or offended by what I say.
However, unless you’re already asking every patient the 30-odd questions, unless you’re
already using your fingers, the wax, and the two specific marking materials; then you will
have absolutely no idea of what a shocking, huge can of occlusal worms you are ignoring.
I’m getting old. I don’t want this knowledge to end up just following me into the grave like
it almost did with Dr. Bowler.
So, really, what’s it going to take? Are we going to have to have a repeat of what
happened in the 1970’s with perio? Are we going to just wait for those kind, understanding
class-action lawyers to inevitably sniff this out and then start to sue the living shit out of
every dentist; or are we going to concern ourselves with what is best for our patients and our
profession and take this on voluntarily?
Well, at any rate, it might be up to all of you now anyway because after today, I could be
just about done. I’m getting tired and worn out and--on too many days--discouraged from
going up against the entrenched guardians of the deeply imbedded, conventional beliefs--in
struggling to get dentistry to look at what I’m doing with occlusion. I don’t have 50 years
left to see it happen, and I doubt that anyone will ever let me speak at these kinds of dental
meetings again; so I might be passing the ‘torch’ on to all of you. Try not to drop it, eh!
And if this is the last time I get to speak to the profession like this, I’d like to take
this opportunity to thank my incredible staff--the best support anyone could ever hope to
find. As you can imagine, I need constant supervision, and they have provided it in spades.
Thank you, Carole, Samantha and also Gail. I wouldn’t be up here today without you!
And Dr. Bowler, wherever you are, know that I gave it my very best shot.
Everything in dentistry should start and finish with healthy function.
I will be happy to answer any further questions.
Thank you very much for your time and interest.
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